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Student Life 
Solar Phantom 
I n March of 1989, three Rose-Hulman en-gineering students with a quest and a vi• sion to improve their education and possi-
bly their environment, formed the Solar Phan-
tom Team. Their goal: to build a competitive 
solar powered vehicle was simple, but the pro-
ject was complex. 
They began their quest by submitting a pro-
posal to General Motors, the sponsor of the 
GM Sunrayce 1990. Stressing safety and sim-
plicity in design for a lightweight, highly effi-
cient car, they had bold plans utilizing the 
latest technologies and construction tech-
niques. By late April , an a pproval arrived 
granting Rose-Hulman the privilege to com-
pete in the first-ever solar car race across the 
U.S. This sparked a new fire of challenge and 
opportunity available to students that will 
hopefully continue to burn into the distant fu-
ture. With the support from sponsors, whose 
donations comprised thirty-five percent of the 
total manufacturing cost and additional sup-
port from Rose-Hulman, the original three 
members of the team recruited a group of ap-
proximately 25 students from several engi-
neering and science disciplines . This new 
team, with a core of 14 students, designed and 
constructed the Solar Phantom over the next 
twelve months. The team chose to manufac-
ture much of the Phantom out of the latest 
composite materials to meet their goals for 
safety and lightweight construction. By July 4, 
1990, they had completed their difficult task 
and the Solar Phantom was on its way to Flor-
ida. 
Thirty-two teams from 
colleges and universities 
(DOE). The phantom was the lightest vehicle 
of all the entrants, and had the fifth highest 
array output, outproducing many arrays con-
structed of higher efficiency and more costly 
cells. Overall, the race provided a proving 
ground for design and teamwork. 
Because of the challenge and unparalleled 
educational benefits involved, several students 
have continued the Solar Phantom project 
with intent to modify and 
improve the current design 
and compete in several fu-
from across North America 
brought their solar vehicles 
to Orlando, Florida to com-
pete in the 1650 mile GM 
Sunrayce ending in Warren , 
Michigan. This race proved 
to be the ultimate test of the 
Their goal: to build a competi-
the solar powered vehicle was 
simple, but the project was com-
plex. 
ture competitions. This year, 
the team is once again being 
faced with new challenges 
and opportunities. 
With the 1991 team of 14 
members including nine re-
turning from the Sunrayce, 
the team is once again reach-product of countless hours of 
work. The team finished twentieth, and 
walked away with countless victories. The ex-
perience and knowledge gained through the 
design, manufacturing, and racing of the vehi-
cle proved to be valuable beyond words. As an 
affirmation that the team had reached its 
goals for an extremely safe, and highly effi-
cient car they were presented the second place 
award for design and engineering safety by the 
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and 
the third place innovation award for solar ar-
ray design by the U.S. Department of Energy 
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ing to the sun. A three-phased proposed pro-
ject has been outlined to guide and organize 
the efforts of the team over the next three 
years. Phase I consists of redesigning the cur-
rent vehicle based on careful evaluation of the 
Sunrayce experience (1991-1992). Phase II 
will include designing and building a new so-
lar-powered vehicle and possibly competing in 
a second GM Sunrayce (I 992-1993). Phase 
III will include refining and modifying the 
new vehicle and testing it against the world's 
best at the World Solar Challenge (late 1993). 
"A M E R I C A 'S T E A M" 
Above: Solar Phantom on Indianapolis 500 race 
track 
During the 1990-1991 school year the team 
has entirely redesigned the drive train and rear 
suspension of the Solar Phantom, which had 
proven to be a weak point during the Sun-
rayce. The team has moved to a larger five 
horsepower motor, and a design that mounts 
the entire drive system on the rear suspension 
arm to prevent problems with the chain drive. 
A new rear suspension arm has been fabricat-
ed out of graphite composite material for 
greater stiffness than the previous aluminum 
one. The team believes that this new drive sys-
tem will improve efficiency and increase reli-
ability. The first competition of the year will 
see the Solar Phantom team in Phoenix over 
Spring break. Phoenix International Raceway 
will provide the setting for a 300km solar race 
on April 7th. This race is one feature in the 
Solar & Electric 500 to be held on April 5-7th. 
The team also plans to compete in the orth 
American Tour deSol, scheduled for May 20-
25. This 300 mile road race will begin in Alba-
ny, New York and finish in Boston, Massa-
chusetts. 
Top: The Phantom was escorted by the team to the 
starting line. 
Middle: The Solar Phantom team in front of Epcot 
Center before the race. 
Bottom left: Supports arc imporlant. 
Bottom right: The solar array was tilted to maximize its 
output for charging batteries. 
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Building lofts for the students' rooms is a part of campus life each year. Intricate frame con-
struction and clever decoration express 
the students' creativity. A normal look-
ing room now transforms itself into the 
fascination zone. Lofts enhance the cre-
ativity of the rooms. They integrate the 
furniture and provide for expansion. 
Some students plan their designs before 
fall quarter, while others procrastinate 
into the quarter. 
On Deming 0, Dave Hussing and 
Brock Taylor built a loft where the beds 
are mounted at a right angle to each 
other. This unique design eliminates the 
legs on the outer corners and has a shelf 
between the beds. After they bought the 
loft, they spent time realigning the 
beams . When they completed that 
chore, they stained the wood to match 
their bookshelves. Brock and Dave laugh 
when unsuspecting visitors hit their 
heads on the corner of the platform. 
Steve VanZale on Speed II rigged his 
loft so that two chains hanging from two 
overhead beams support one end of the 
bed while two 4X4's hold the other end. 
He had to notch the support 4X4's 
around his desk light fixture. Finally 
Steve stained the lumber dark brown. 
Greg Simons and Eric Roth in Mees 
Hall raised two square platforms about 6 
feet off of the floor. They enjoy not hit-
ting their heads on the overhead plat-
form. Construction took them twelve 
hours, but assembly only lasted an hour 
and a half. Wedges in the corner helped 
to stabilize the new ceiling. This loft 
makes good use of the extra space under 
the ten foot ceiling. They put their desks, 
stereo system, dressers, and other things 
underneath the deck, yet still have plen-
ty of floor space. 
Jeff Burns designed a loft which uses a 
network of pulleys and counterweights. 
This mechanical loft allows him to easily 
raise his bed over the desk. By spring 
finals of his freshman year, Jeff had the 
loft already designed and was taking 
measurements. During the summer, he 
worked on finding the masses of the mat-
tress, counterweights, wood, etc., and 
balancing the lead filled weights of the 
system. Now, with the system properly 
adjusted, just a gentle pull lowers the 
platform. 
In BSB III, Doug Peterson and Brian 
Haan built a room within their room. 
Their enclosed structure used the exist-
ing loft from last year, their furniture, 
and their newly built top level. Some of 
the interesting features include Doug's 
desk as structural support and large 
sheets of black plastic to mask the some-
what sloppy construction. The loft also 
includes a "penthouse" and a "coffin" as 
sleeping quarters . Passageways connect 
these to the main compartment. "After 
building our loft, we now have a place to 
house females," say Doug Peterson and 
Brian Haan while showing off their 
unique living space. It took three days to 
LOFTY 
assemble the loft and three days to deco-
rate it. 
Many students come up with some 
rather creative ideas for decorations. 
Jeff Haggerty on Deming 0 hangs Teen-
age Mutant Ninja Turtle dolls and post-
ers on his side. Two other students on 
Deming 0 installed electrical outlets un-
der each desk and other electronic equip-
ment on the loft, such as a fire alarm box 
on one of the legs. 
The lofts express the students' talents 
and skills. They add to the resident halls 
by giving the rooms jazz and style, mak-
ing the heads of passers by turn when ever 
they walk by a creatively designed loft. 
However the lofts may be designed, they 
depict the personality of each designer 
here at Rose. 
& HIGH 
An "L" shaped loft gives 
Chad Odesitt and Matt Ed-
wards plenty of room to relax 
above and sleep below. 
This loft was built by Jeff 
Burns in Mees Hall ; it com-
bines pulleys and counter-
weights to make it easy to 
raise and lower. 
Doug Peterson and Brian 
Haan built this part of their 
loft which they call the "cof-
fin" in BSB I. 
Integrated 
Freshmen 
Curriculum 
T his year Rose-Hulman entered a new era in undergraduate science and engineering education. This is the first year for the Integrated Fresh-man Curriculum whose basic concept is to combine several courses 
which have previously been taught separately. In this way, students are chal-
lenged to recognize the relationships between the ideas taught in all these 
courses. With this heightened understanding, they will be better prepared for 
the rest of their education, no matter what area of science, engineering, or 
mathematics they choose to go into. 
The integrated class was taught by five professors and combined Calculus, 
Chemistry, Physics, Computer Programming, Introduction to Design, and 
Graphical Communications. Central to the curriculum was the NeXT work-
station, which allowed students to concentrate on the principles being taught 
and not the algebraic calculations associated with getting the final answer. 
Coordinators of the curriculum hope that this will give the students a larger 
problem solving capability in the years to come and on into their careers. 
It is believed that this truly is the way that engineering, science, and math-
ematics will be taught in the future, because of the emphasis it puts on learning 
how to tackle problems. Emphasis was placed on students working together, 
especially in the design portion of the curriculum. 
Some bugs were apparent in the beginning, 
as is to be expected with anything being newly 
tested, but these were worked out and the cur-
riculum seems to be on the right track to 
"break through" into the 90's and beyond. 
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Getting Global! 
T hese days when you walk around the campus, you might have noticed many international students walking along 
with you. A lot of them have travelled half way 
around the globe to get an education at one of 
the nation's finest engineering and science 
schools. 
Since 1986, the number of international stu-
dents at Rose-Hulman has almost quadrupled 
to 60 students. Today the international com-
munity of Rose-Hulman is represented by stu-
dents from China, Germany, Honduras, Hong 
Kong, India, Ivory Coast, Japan, Lithuania, 
Mexico, Malaysia, Pakistan, Taiwan and Tur-
key. 
There is a two-way benefit of having inter-
national students on campus. On one hand, the 
American students can have first-hand exper-
ience of various cultures, which in turn will be 
useful in their future careers. On the other 
Senior Steve 
VanZale di scusses 
lab results with 
senior Ahmed Syed . 
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hand, it provides a chance for the international 
students to know American culture and lifes-
tyles up close and personal. According to an 
alumni survey, the chance for a Rose-Hulman 
graduate to work in an international organiza-
tion is nearly 66%. Thus, having international 
st udents provides Rose-Hulman students 
hands-on skills in international business com-
munication. 
Remember the beginning of the freshman 
year when most of us were living away from 
home for the first time and remember calling 
home three or four times a week because we 
felt homesick? Well , the foreign students also 
go through the same trauma. Even more, it is 
hard for them to call home that often, as you 
can imagi ne how costly it is to call overseas. In 
addition , most of the international students do 
not have a chance to go home as often as their 
American friends do. 
In order to help foreign students adapt to 
the American way of life, a host family pro-
gram was initiated during 1990 school year. 
Started by Pat Grigg, wife of electrical engi-
neering professor Clifford Grigg, the friend-
ship program helps international students into 
the community and promotes cultural ex-
change. The highlight of the program is the 
quarterly Potluck Dinner. It is held at St. 
Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana State University 
and Rose-Hulman during Fall, Winter, and 
Spring quarters respectively. Each time, more 
than 300 people participate and bring enough 
food for their group and others to share. For 
entertainment there are performances by in-
ternational students. 
"I like it here. I will certainly miss this place 
after I graduate", said Calvin Lui, a mechani-
cal engineering major senior from Hong Kong. 
Top Left: Graduate student Aditya Khatuka studies in 
his office. 
Top Right : Senior Wilfred Wong balances the broom 
stick . 
Above: Senior Sam Mark, sophomore Jeff Kwok, and 
graduate student Xiaogang Wu try out the great Chinese 
morsels . 
Left: Internationalists enjoy the offerings at the Chinese 
ew Year celebration. 
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Learning Center A new look 
W hen the infinite series, in brash disobedience to every law of mathematics, will not converge, when new and unheard of compounds blossom out of Chem labs, when mass on frictionless planes skitter off in silly directions, 
when sentences fragment like icebergs calving off a glacier, then, perhaps, a visit to the 
Learning Center is in order. 
After the basement of the Logan Library was renovated during Summer, 1990, the 
Learning Center moved to a new location down the hall. Not only does the renovation 
give the new Learning Center headquarters a fresh look, but with all the new facilities 
and spaces, it is ready for a higher demand. As shown from 1989-90 statistics, there 
were, on the average, 453 students with l, 154 visits per quarter. For the 1990-91 school 
year, these averages have remained constant. Also, 73% of the student population 
visited the Learning Center at least once during last year. 
Under the supervision of Center Director Susan Smith, twenty-six Learning Center 
tutors provide peer tutoring in chemistry, mathematics, physics, and writing. Besides 
regular office hours (9 a.m. - 4 p.m, M-F) , the center is also open for nigh tow ls from 7 
p.m. to 9 p.m. in the evening. Although appointments are available, walk-ins are also 
welcome. In addition, there is a Resource Library with enough old texts and advice 
books to keep the most paranoid student satisfied, and a humanities test file that has no 
rival on campus. The Learning Center also offers a quiet retreat for study, away from 
the maddening crowd and near help in case it's need. 
,,. 
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ISN'T IT 
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) 
YOU VISITED 
THE 
LEARNING 
CENTER? 
\ · ~ Top: Students are encouraged to go to the Learning Center Bottom: The new Learning Center study-room 
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Left : Learning Center main office 
Bottom: (left) The unbeatable humanit ies test file 
(right) A student paper is being proofread by a tutor 
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Deming Hall 
Zero: Front: Chadd Taylor, Jeff Haggerty, 
Dave Hussung, Kevin Hayes, Tung Do, Brock 
Taylor, Jim Paxton, Chris Andrews. Second: 
Bob Gerhart, Reuben Hochstedler, Matt An-
derson, Todd Emerick, Tom Tyson, Ken 
Whah, Jim Berry, Joe Clark. Third: Ryan 
McClain, Jim Lesniak, Scott Schroeder, Brad 
Fultz, Dave Goodman, Jim Francois, John 
Emley, Matt Leach, Bill Bennedict, Jeff Czar-
nik. 
I: Front: Aaron Reid, J. R. Shrader, Jason 
Coleman, Marvin Wist. Second: Jimmy Wil-
liams, Kevin Lueschen, Patrick McCrudden, 
Brian Niepoky, Chris Cook. Third: Steve 
Akers, Phil Endres, David Williams, Chris 
Rolenc, John Haraguchi. Fourth: Charles 
Harrison, Todd Eigenschink, Bill Culiver, 
Paul Laune. Not pictured: Cortney Mittel-
steadt, Jason Geiger. 
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II: Front: Clayton Dumcum, Geoff Lucas, 
Geoff Wise, Chad Scherre, Erick Breneman. 
Second: Bill Blackert, Mike Seals, Ken Heg-
burg, Chris Moore, Howie Fischer. Third: 
Scott Cleavenger , Doug Edmonds , Jim 
O'Brien, Rob Brim, Andrew White, Tony 
Akles. Fourth: Nate Smith, Scott Gage, Dae-
meon Henry , Ricky Chowning, Richard 
Campbell , Chris Rettig, Dennis Blevins, Ben 
Nicholson. Not pictured: Tim Smith, Omar 
Zaidi , Ted Gielow, Chris Spear, Chris Brown, 
Shannon Traska, Doug Brooks, Mike Hum-
mel , Jimmie Geekie. 
Attic: Front: Tom Henke, Vice Oswalt, Terry 
Nebergall. Second: John Stephens, Dave 
White, Phil Banet, Kent Neier, Ricky Wat-
son, Tom Bogle, Dave Rikkers. Third: Doug 
Tougaw, Jamie Ludlow, Brian McGlynn, 
Claudio Marimon. Fourth: Kevin Neier, Dan 
Wilson, Eric Kamm, Eric Bube, Jason Willi-
ford, David Fabritius. Back: Vance Kraeger, 
Tom McCormick, Josh Behnke. 
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Blumberg & Mees Hall 
Blumberg Hall 
Front (sitting): Kirk Bailey, Jeff Windau, Trevis Lither-
land. Second (sitting): Tim Cha vie, Chaka Hannah, Shan-
non Bigger, Jason Staley. Left (standing): Clint Lewsader, 
Bill Whitlow, Randy Newton, Jeff Kwok. Right (stand-
ing): Jeff Little, Steve Smalley, Ken Schmidt, Scott Gil-
mour. Middle first: Sam Mark, Jason Livermore, Jason 
Mix, Gary Solbreken, Claude Johnson, Keun Lee. Middle 
second: Tim Conarroe, Ken Yeung, Dave Wolf, Matt 
Stamm, Bryon Mish, Chad Elmore, Dave Pottschmidt. 
Middle third: John Warren, Mark Throop, Charles Brads, 
Scott Goedde, Bryon Kuglin, Greg Jones, Cheng Yu, Ar-
den Stiers, John Lacheta . 
Mees Hall 
Sitting: Dave Berfanger, Royce Wilkinson, Eric Roth, 
(Carl Leo Mees), Greg Simons, Wilfred Wong, Kent 
McCorkle, Tony Cronk. Kneeling: Allan Waggoner, Don 
Jenkins, Michael Payne, Michael Brier. Standing: Jud 
Buell, Troy Weigard, Steve Deeter, Chip Carpenter, 
Bruce Swnason, John Schmall, Eric Gabhart, Don Vash, 
Eric Wandell, Kyle Powell, Adam Griner. Second: Mi-
chael Thomas, Franz Dages, Michael Arnold, Brian Link, 
David Prunty, Martin Hession, Josh Moore, Michael 
Payne, Chris Caylor, Brent Conner, Kevin Wissing, Joe 
Bounds, Chris Taylor. Third: Chad Buchanon, Brett Ma-
zany, B.J . Jackson, Michael Keeney, Andy Stiles, Nathan 
Wiley, Dutch Mumphord. 
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Sharpenberg & Skinner Hall 
Sharpenberg Hall 
Laying: Marc Spinuzzi. Front Row: Darrin Branch, Mike 
Spock, Tommy Baker, Dylan Schickel, Bill Mounts, 
Chuck Pearson, Mike Donovan, Mike Fagg. Second Row: 
Andy Weber, Frank Houston, Greg Ford, Chris Wilson, 
Alan Newman, Jeff Cross, Cary Gerber, Dave Fischer, 
Ray Orie, Jeff Brier. Third row: Rob Wood, Steve Taylor, 
Bill Bates, Mike Blair, Perry Carr, Matt Jones , Loren 
Heinze, Bill O'Connell, Randy East, Brian Marcum, Ray 
Alejandro, Ravi Puttaiah, Greg Parkhurst, Lynn Vorn-
heder, Vamsi Musuneru, Bert Pappas, Rick Bell. Stand-
ing on the Chair: David Sides, Jason Karlen, Allen Hall , 
Brent Potters, Jason Parks, Scott Sprehn . 
Skinner Hall 
Front: Rich Helfert, Mike Helmecki, (visitor) , Don Stan-
ton, Steve Traylor, Mike Brown, Bobby Cain. Back: Dan-
ny Steele, Bill Eccles, Rick DeBoit Schmidt, Alan Pea-
cock, Mike Vangilden, Dave Chaney, Lars Swanson, 
Brice Butcher, Jeff Clarkson. Hanging: Mike Walberg. 
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Baur-Sames-Bogart Hall 
Zero: 
Front: Andy Wenig, Roger Byrum, Clark Rodeffer, Tim 
Ezra . Second: Russell Luzetski, Ed Stacy, Troy Coo-
prider, Rob Ladson, Joe Yenger, Lee Park, Brett Snyder. 
Back: Chris Cross, Erik Wallace. 
I: 
Laying: Mike Snyder. Front: Dave Micoson, Joe Batt, 
Stephen Leasman, Doug Peterson , Brian Hahr. Second: 
David Bailey, Dan McYey, Dave Allabaugh, John Brown, 
Ralph Leiman, Chadd Hedder, Matt Warner, Marty 
Stenbel , Mark McDaniel. Third: Matt Meek, Scott 
House, Brett Monroe, Jeff Mullins, Gary Shives, John 
Frerich, Jeff Frederick, Bill Boucher, Andy Wenig, Mike 
Foster, Eric Hardesty, Jarod Broadhead, Bill Foust, Andy 
McConnell , Bill Sears. 
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Il: 
Ground: Brian Stankiewitz. Front: Rob Hilbert, Tim 
Walker, ????,Greg Wiley, Mike Schall , Steve Shadix, 
Chris Yohman, Victor Hoerst. Middle: Dan Reed, Jason 
Ross, Mich Landess, Rob Muenzenberger, Brian 
Crothers, Chris Tibits, Steve Burch, Keith Mansfield, 
??? , Walter Glenn, Brian Goodman. Back: Andy Tapper, 
Brady Neukam, John Cornelius, Jimbo Murphy, Shawn 
Kurmann, Chris Wolfe, Dave "Exploding" Pieper, Chris 
Cobb, Zack Chambers, Andy Ford, Greg Puck. 
m: 
Front: Aaron Reynolds, Gary Gutknecht, Rodney Kestle, 
Matt Bold, John Henning, Cash Canfield, Tony Millet. 
Second: Dwain Hendershof, Phil Knickrehm, Tim Floyd, 
Dan Janko, Chad Modesitt , Mark Rosenberger, Spencer 
House. Back: Steve " Round Man" Durcholz, Gene 
Gower, Jason "The Board" Thompson, John "Ninetrees" 
Tenbusch, Bill Bowen, Eric Steele, Jeremy Effing. 
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I 
' Speed Hall I 
t 
I: 
Front: Tom Rude, Bob Bumpus, Luis Franco, Leif Soren-
sen, Chris Morton, Jeff Harless, Mike Wever, Pat Faist, 
Chris Werling. Second: Kevin Henson, Julian Waloby, 
John Proctor, Jason Zigler. Back: Tony Stauffer, Joe 
Richer, Greg Hubbard, Adam Gersting, Kevin Ketzler, 
Darby Kline, Jason Baugher, Chris Oman. 
II: 
Front: Kelly Lewis, Matt Walker, Lynn Rainey, Chris 
Crosby, Rob Brewington, Frank Volkers, Peter Mor-
zinski, Rich Buening. Second: Brian Johnson, Shanon 
Holmes, Coey Meiner, Gerrard Leister, Dale Hartzell , 
Fumio Morino. Third: Brent Lackey, Kevin Kinney, Doug 
Burton , Steve Cisco, Dave Sanders, Shane Steffen . 
Fourth: Shane ocus, Kent Stader, John Atkins, Jay 
Moorman, Jason Fee, Mike Furnish, Joe Joice. Missing in 
Action: Steve Vanzale (who took the picture), Randy Ar-
nold, Aaron Barr, Kyle Hamm, Greg Hayworth, Brandon 
Hollis, Craig Keim, Mike Kohmeier, Jim Kuntz, Mike 
Labhart, Matt Lesniewski, Eric Potter, R.J . Tazelaar, 
Steve Toth, Bob Waldren, Todd Wilkerson, Bill Wong. 
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Blumberg, Scharpenberg & Mees Hall 
Deming Hall 
Baur-Sames-Bogart (BSB) Hall 
Ill: 
First: Irvin Vanderpohl, Erin Meyer, Willie Finch, John 
Hoppert. Second: Carl Schwitzer, Jeff Johnson, Frank 
Smith, Seth Friedman. Third: Mark Harris, Miguel Bar-
rena, Barry Trottier, Ray Chowning, Mark Roseberry, 
Allen Cheesman, Jeff McDermott, Allen Keuneke, Ryan 
Ferris, Matt Remke, Heath Strickland, Brian Heller, Foo 
Lee, Damon Swope, Jim Webster, John Treager, John 
Bullock, Mark Young, John Richards, Jerry Stanley, 
Chris Kelley, Andy Casey, Eric Fentress, Bill Howard, 
Mike Timmons, Greg Walker, Jason Kukendall , Chad 
Brummett, Pat Konecny, Bryan "Gilligan" Haney. 
Skinner Hall 
Speed Hall 
Residence Halls - 23 
The ZZZzzz 
Page 
T his page is dedicated to those Rose-Hulman students who were, are or shall be mem-
bers of the Rose-Bulman all-nighter 
club. It also is dedicated to those 
non-members who do not have 30 
hours a day. 
There is nothing like initiation 
night to provide that memorable 
moment of walking out of the Geek 
Center at 5 a.m. to the sound of 
birds singing. 
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As shown on this page, Moench 
Hall provides some popular 
places for an in-between class 
"break." The stairs outside the 
EE department provide for some 
small group napping. Of course, 
the commons' checkerboard is a 
hot location for a refreshing 
stretch. While not as popular, the 
Olin/Hadley lobby area is fertile 
ground some Z time. Woe to the 
student caught resting up during 
class time in the classroom. 
Student Life - 25 

Year in Review 
Homecoming 
1990 
1990 witnessed another great Homecoming 
for Rose-Hulman. Many Rose-Hulman alum-
ni, students and families enjoyed the week-
end's festivities . 
The traditional pep-rally started the Home-
coming weekend. Lots of people loved the per-
formances by the Rose-H ulman band and 
cheerleaders. Delta Sigma Phi won the cheer 
contest and Pi Kappa Alpha had the best ban-
ner for the evening. The rally was highlighted 
with Jennifer Kubiak being crowned as Home-
28 - Homecoming 
coming queen. Then the night sky was illumi-
nated with the brilliant bonfire. 
The next day, hundreds of spectators turned 
out to watch the game. The day was blessed 
with beautiful weather and another Engineer 
victory as the Franklin Grizzlies were defeat-
ed, in a comeback win, 30 to 25. The weekend 
was capped off with the Homecoming banquet 
and the Homecoming show by juggler Mark 
Nizer. 
HAMMER 
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Year in Review 
Campus News, Fall 1991 
September: . . . . 
- Solar Phantom gets wide recognition after fm1shmg 
20th in GM's Sunrayce USA in July. 
- Freshman Integrated Curriculum kicks off with 60 
NeXT computers and phenomenal dropout rates. 
- Senior squeeze starts with meetings on graduate 
school and job placement. 
- Students flock to be among the first to buy a new 
HP48SX. 
- The Rose Thorn makes bold move by suspending 
"Page N + l," inciting both protests and applause. 
- WMHD power increase is set back again. 
- Campus improvements include new desks and a 
new paint job for Speed Hall. 
- Security steps up patrol of bonfire area as 
freshmen fight to get finished on time. 
I October: 
- Freshmen blame Maple (and integrated 
curriculum) for failure to build a big Homecoming 
bonfire. 
- US New & World Report (Oct 15) ranks Rose-
Hulman second in engineering colleges. 
- Russian students visit Rose-Hulman for two weeks 
on cultural exchange program. 
- Coeducation discussions resume and the transition 
draws nearer. Most students and faculty favor the 
change. 
- Drama club performs "Early One Evening at the 
Rainbow Bar and Grille." 
- Recycling project started on Rose-Hulman campus 
Rose-Hulman receives #2 national 
ranking for engineering colleges 
30 - Year in Review 
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November: 
- Earthquake predictions for December cause mild 
panic. 
- Macintosh computers come to the WCC; students 
wait eagerly for unveiling. 
- With recession imminent, recruiters take 
conservative stance in hiring. 
Meanwhile in the Middle East; 
World & national events for fall 
August: 
- Iraq invades Kuwait. 
September: 
- With the conflict in the Middle East, gas 
prices peak at $39 dollars per barrel. 
- Soviet Union and Japan side with US in 
Gulf Crisis. 
- The two Germanies officially decide to 
reunite. Elections are scheduled for December 
2. 
October: 
- Soviet Union passes legislation to allow 
religious education in public schools. 
- Campus violence and date rape are 
increasing on college campuses. 
November: 
- Jesse the Body is elected mayor of Brooklyn 
Park, MN. 
- Soviet Union faces tough winter. Economy 
is on the rocks and farmers withhold produce 
from government. 
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Year in Review 
Campus News, Winter Quarte~ 
December: 
- First snow of the year falls on the 4th. 
- New telecommunication system is considered by 
Rose-Hulman. 
- SGA establishes Club Council to improve interclub 
communication. 
- Administration voices concern about budget 
balancing because of fewer freshmen than planned. 
- Rose-Hulman students assist Lighthouse Mission 
by missing a meal. 
- Rose-Hulman students join Indiana State 
University students in collecting personal supplies for 
troops in Persian Gulf. 
January: 
- Career Fair '9 l expands to two days. 
- Recyclable Engineering contest tests engineering 
creativity. 
- Thad Smith and Jan Seiter become media regulars 
as experts on the Persian Gulf War. 
- Institute investigates research relationship with 
comedian Gallagher. 
- Black entrepreneur Walter Blackburn and his wife 
Alpha address Martin Luther King day convocation. 
- Singer Linda Black makes her annual WORX 
appearance. 
February: 
- Architects ponder addition to Olin Hall. 
- Mike Keeney elected as new student body 
president. 
- Sony donates electron microscope to Institute. 
- Homework hotline developed with Vigo County 
schools. 
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The Moench Hall Commons television 
was always packed as students and faculty 
sought updates about the Persian Gulf 
War 
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Year in Review 
Campus News, Spring 1991 
March: 
- Symbolic calculus program extended to all calculus 
classes next academic year. 
- Mathematics professor Brian Winkel unveils a new 
journal titled PRIMUS. 
- Civil engineering senior projects save state $60,000 
- Rose-Hulman team finishes third in College Bowl. 
- Professors Allison, Black, Lebaric and Wagner 
promoted. 
- Eleventh Engineers in Concert dazzles audience. 
- Eighth annual Conference on Undergraduate 
Mathematics draws 50 participants. 
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April: 
- Solar Phantom team places 5th in Solar 300 race 
at Phoenix International Raceway with top speed of 
47.3 mph. 
- SGA ponders future of Homecoming bonfire. 
- Rose-Hulman Putnam Mathematical Competition 
team took 27th place out of 289 teams. 
- History professor William Pickett's book "Homer 
E. Capehart," a biography about the former Indiana 
Senator, receives honor from publishing association. 
- Six faculty members of Kaunas University of 
Technology in Lithuania visit Rose-Hulman. 
- Freshmen offered $10 to participate in the phase-
one evaluation process for the integrated curriculum 
program. 
- Drama Club presents "Pirates of Penzance." 
- SGA elections post record turnout. 
May: 
- Board of Managers votes to retain all-male status 
for Rose-Hulman. Coeducation placed on board's fall 
agenda. 
- SGA distributes rose-colored ribbons on 
commencement day to show support for coeducation 
at Rose-Hulman. 
- Oscar Schmidt and Shelton Hannig receive 
honorary degrees at commencement. 
World & National 
March: 
- Consumers begin to pinch pennies in wake of 
debt-laden consumption of the '80s. 
- Major research colleges under scrutiny for 
billing procedures. 
- Bush plans to convert Gulf War success into 
long-term political gain. 
- Gunpoint unity looms in Yugoslavia. 
- L.A. police department under attack for bru-
tality. 
April: 
- Saddam cracks down on Kurds with brutal 
suppression. 
- Embattled U.S. automakers sweat out reces-
sion. 
- Plans under way to reduce U.S. military. 
- American forces begin returning home as 
heroes. 
- Kuwait works to rebuild from war and lraqui 
occupation. 
- Eastern Germany struggles economically 
after reunification. 
May: 
- John Sununu catches heat for travel at tax-
payer expense. 
- U.S. Marines fight to save Kurds in northern 
Iraq. Congress debates gun control legislation 
known as Brady Bill. 
- Soviets face farm crisis. 
- Bush rushed to hospital with irregular heart-
beat during jogging session. 
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Commencement 1991 
More than 280 graduates received their degrees at Rose-Hulman's I 13th commencement on May 25. 
The weather was hot and muggy, but it did not prevent a standing-room-only crowd in Shook Fieldhouse. 
Commencement this year was marked by several students wearing rose-colored ribbons on their 
graduation robes in support of coeducation on campus. Many faculty and staff also donned the ribbons. 
(The day prior to commencement, the Board of Managers voted to maintain the school's all-male status.) 
While coeducation did not dominate commencement, it was mentioned by Senior Class President 
George Shumay who spoke in favor of coeducation during his address to the class. 
In other commencement activities, 44 alumni who graduated 50 or more years ago were awarded 
commemorative diplomas. The were recognized for their service to their professions and to their alma 
mater. 
Doug Tougaw and Bob Burger received the Heminway Gold Medal for earning a 4.0 grade point 
average for four years. Tougaw also received the Royse Award for academics and participation in 
extracurricular activities, and Joe Matthews was awarded the Moench Distinguished Senior Commen-
dation for leadership. 
Architect Shelton Hannig and Oscar Schmidt, president of Butcher's Supply Co., received honorary 
doctorates. 
Cecil Lobo, professor of civil engineering, took the Dean's Out-
standing Teacher Award while William Pickett, professor of his-
tory, was named recipient of the Board of Managers Outstanding 
Scholar Award. Bernie Timberman, manager of computer hard-
ware support services, received the President's Outstanding Ser-
vice Award. 
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Page 36: Top - the traditional 
commencement hug; middle - ribbons 
became part of graduation apparel 
this yea r; bottom - the senior class 
Page 37: far left - the last walk 
through campus together; bottom left 
- making sure the diploma is for real; 
left - achievement; below - family 
a nd friends pack fieldhouse in support; 
bottom - President Hulbert delivers 
the commencement address 
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Faculty 
& Staff 
P resident Hulbert 
Some things never change, and one of them is the 
enthusiasm that President Sam Hulbert shows for 
Rose-Hulman . If excitement is contagious, it should be 
no mystery why Rose-Hulman is taking the lead in 
what Dr. Hulbert describes as a revolution . Admis-
sions, which had been in a bit of a slump is showing 
signs of recovery, due largely to the publicity of the 
Solar Phantom and being ranked second in the nation 
in undergraduate science and engineering education. 
Dr. Hulbert points to the coed issue and the long range 
strategic plan as major factors in the near future for 
Rose-Hulman, but for now the school is enjoying radi-
cal curricular and co-curricular transformations. 
The increased use of computers in freshman math 
courses and the Integrated Curriculum program spell 
long-term success, even if it means a little more work 
for freshmen now. Although he feels that this year's 
graduates are continuing the trend of better prepared-
ness, Dr. Hulbert believes that there is a limit unless we 
change our tactics . Instead of continuing to jam as 
much as possible into the curriculum, we need to be 
strategic because this year's graduates are also more 
exhausted than those of previous years. Rose-Hulman 
has become a very scholarly place, with more students 
than ever involved in research projects. When people 
look back on this part of Rose-Hulman history, Dr. 
Hulbert thinks they will see that the last four years 
have seen our school go from good to great. These are 
indeed very exciting times. 
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A 
-
cademic Affairs 
James R. Eifert, Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Dean of the Faculty 
Left: Gloria Rogers, assistant to the dean 
of faculty; Right: Barbara Garvin, 
director of grants and contracts 
Left: Linda Gilbert , administrative 
assistant to the president; Right: Diann 
Ringo, administrative assistant to the 
dean 
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A dministration & Staff 
Student Affairs 
Jess Lucas, dean of students; Tom Miller, assistant dean of 
students and director of residence halls ; Paul Steward, director of 
financial aid; and Pete Gustafson, associate dean of students 
Hulman Union 
Jason Geiger, student intern; Irene Mitchell, assistant director of 
student union; and Donna Gustafson, director of student union 
and student activities 
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Student Affairs 
From left: Luanne Hastings, Kathy Gambill, Kim Jones and 
Tola Johnson 
Bookstore 
Pat Jefferies, assistant manager, and Anita Creasey, manager 
A dministration & Staff 
Development 
Shirley Drake, assistant, research and records; Don Ragsdale, 
executive director of development; Carol Wetherell, development 
associate; Ron Reeves, vice president for development and 
external affairs; Marcia Miller, director of research and records; 
Dick Boyce, director of corporate and foundation relations; and 
Janet Newman, development administrative assistant 
Placement 
Sonnie Hill, secretary; Bill Sisson, director of placement and 
corporate relations; and Jaynie Casey, career counselor 
College Relations 
Bryan Taylor, director of publications; Donna Burns, secretary; 
Dale Long, assistant director of college relations; and Dave 
Piker, director of college relations 
Alumni 
Phil Purcell , director of planned giving; Tony Wellings, director 
of alumni affairs; Jim Schwartz, Homecoming & 
commencement; and Bettie Evinger, assistant director of alumni 
affairs 
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A dministration & Staff 
Registrar Logan Library 
Sue May, administrative assistant; Lou Harmening, registrar ; 
and Phyllis Phegley, secretary 
Computing Center 
Tom Roper, vice president for planning and data systems; Nancy 
Bauer, user services manager; Jeff Davidson, technician; Mark 
Monnin, assistant director, academic services; Mary Anne Pierce, 
secretary; Randy Nelson, workstation support manager; Sue 
Storckman, administrative programmer - analyst; Bernie 
Timberman, manager of hardware support services; and Kevin 
Davidson, associate director, administrative services 
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Margaret Ying, assistant to the librarian; John Robson, librarian; 
and Sondra Nelson, administrative assistant in charge of 
circulation 
Administrative Services 
Seated: Karen Pershing, assistant manager of administrative 
services; Paulette Irwin, receptionist; and standing: Steve Miller, 
manager of administrative services; Steve Cox, coordinator of 
instructional services; and Jack Bagley, printshop technician 
A dministration & Staff 
Admissions 
Chuck Howard, dean of admissions; Timothy Prickel, associate 
director of admissions; Brian Dyer, associate director; and Jim 
Goecker, associate director 
Business Office 
Standing: Kelly Henson, accounting clerk; Mary Lou Trego, staff 
accountant; Rob Coons, controller; and Annette Brainard, 
personnel coordinator; Seated: Jan Jerrell, student bank teller; 
Connie Bell, student billing clerk; and Phyllis Proctor, 
administrative assistant to the controller 
Admissions 
Nancy Helsper, administrative assistant for admissions; Pam 
Hamilton, secretary; and Jane Staley, secretary 
Administration & Finance 
Tom Mason, vice president for administration and finance 
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A dministration & Staff 
Art Curator 
Polly Seamon, art curator; and Pat Grigg, assistant art curator 
Housekeeping 
Front: Frances Foster, Judy Kelley, Madonna McAllister, Helen 
Backfish, Jusy Coley and Bonnie Brown; Back: Ron Sclight, 
Lucy Strauch, Harry Gordon, Bob Morris, Richard Mott and 
Cindy Wampler 
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Grounds 
Front: Dean Murphy, Matt Pink and Howard Smith ; Back: Ron 
Sclight, Roger Auterson, Bonnie Brown, Jack Whittington, Allen 
Donnelly and Ron Hicks 
Maintenance 
Front: Bonnie Brown, Ron Carney, Tom Thompson, and Cecil 
Fennell ; Back: Gerald Hartsock, Bob Lawson, Bill Wineinger, 
Bruce Smith, Bill Wilson and Tom McConnell 
H onor & Service 
Cecil Lobo, professor of civil engineering, was named the 
Dean's Outstanding Teacher Award recipient this year. He has 
been a member of the faculty for 28 years. He was the Inland-
Ryerson Outstanding Teacher Award winner in 1984 and has 
been honored for outstanding service to the American Society of 
Civil Engineers because of his role as a long-time adviser to the 
Rose-Hulman award-winning ASCE student chapter. 
Selected as winner of the Board of Managers Outstanding 
Scholar Award was William Pickett, professor of history. Pickett 
has written numerous articles based on his research about former 
President Dwight D. Eisenhower and he is the author of a recent 
biography about Indiana Sen. Homer E. Capehart. In 1989-90, 
Pickett was a Fulbright lecturer in Japan. He has published 
numerous book reviews and he is editor of a book of readings 
about the history of technology. 
Bernie Timberman, manager of hardware support services for 
the college's Waters Computing Center, was the recipient of the 
President's Outstanding Service Award. Timberman has been a 
member of the staff since 1981, and he was cited for the role he 
plays in maintaining the Institute's educational equipment. 
From left: Cecil Lobo, Bernie Timberman and William Pickett 
Five cited for long-time service 
Five employees were honored for 
their long-time service to the Insti-
tute this year. 
Awards for 25 years of service 
were presented to Don Dekker, pro-
fessor of mechanical engineering, 
and Mary Lou McCullough, secre-
tary in the Department of Math-
ematics. 
Cited for 20 years of service were 
Lou Harmening, associate professor 
American Literature and registrar; 
Michael Moloney, professor of 
physics and applied optics; and Da-
vid "Scotty" Roy, carpenter, main-
tenance department. 
Dekker teaches courses in ther-
mal design, solar engineering, fun-
damentals of engineering manage-
ment and internal combustion en-
gines. He has served as a member of 
the board of directors of the Ameri-
can Society for Engineering Educa-
tion. 
McCullough serves as secretary 
for 14 faculty. In 1984, she received 
the President's Service Award for 
her service to Rose-Hulman. 
Harmening teaches courses in lit-
erature and writing. In 1987, he was 
president of the Indiana Association 
of Collegiate Registrars and Admis-
sion Officers. 
Moloney is involved in the inte-
grated curriculum, and he teaches 
mechanics, electricity and magne-
tism, and thermodynamics and sta-
tistical mechanics. 
Roy has been involved in numer-
ous remodeling projects to create 
new facilities for computers in 
mathematics and to improve the 
learning center. 
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hem is try 
Seated: Kathy Samm, Frank Guthrie, Ben Benja minov, Bruce Allison a nd Ma rolyn Nees; Standing: Howard McLean, Michael Mueller, David Erwin, Dennis Lewis, Ed Molle 
and Mark Ball 
The Department of Chemistry is working on 
a change in teaching style. Dr. Lewis has pro-
posed a new plan for Chem I. This plan bases 
the class around the laboratory and not the 
lectures. The students will attend two labs per 
week. The first lab is a discovery experiment in 
which the student is totally unprepared. He is 
given a set of instructions, and he makes de-
tailed observations of all that happens. His 
decisions are not judged by the instructor as 
right or wrong. The pressure on the student 
drops since the labs are not graded. During the 
next day the students discuss the lab with the 
instructor. Dr. Lewis hopes that this new ap-
proach to teaching will allow students' enthu-
siasm for chemistry and other subjects to ex-
pand. He uses the analogy of "bring the stu-
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dents into the arena and onto the playing 
field." 
The chemistry department has acquired 
new pieces of equipment. Dr. McClean pro-
posed a grant to Sony Corporation for a high-
performance liquid chromatography SEM. 
Dr. Allison also succeeded with his grant for a 
multi-nuclear resonance spectrometer. 
For current events in the chemistry depart-
ment, members of the Iota Chapter of Alpha 
Chi Sigma put on magic shows at elementary 
schools. These shows use tricks involving dif-
ferent chemicals. 
Dr. Beverly Pestel from The University of 
Notre Dame will join the staff next Septem-
ber. 
c hemical Engineering 
eated: Stuart Leipziger, Noel Moore, Donna Snedeker and Jerry Caskey; Sta nding: William Baratuci, M. Hossein Hariri , Carl Abegg's helmet, Ron Artigue and Frank 
unni ng 
The Department of Chemical Engineering 
has experienced major changes in courses, fac-
ulty, and facilities . To respond to an increasing 
interest among the students about biotechnol-
ogy, the department has added a new 500-level 
course, Bioseparation. Dr. Moore, department 
chairman, noted that the department is not 
considering separating the biotechnology 
courses entirely at this moment. Instead, the 
chemical engineering department has been ea-
gerly integrating biotechnology into the exist-
ing chemical engineering program. 
This is the first year in more than 25 years 
that neither Dr. Sam Hite nor Dr. Warren 
Bowden have taught. It caused some confusion 
among the students who know them. However, 
the department introduced two new members 
to the students - Dr. M. Hossein Harari and 
Dr. William Baratuci . Both of them specialize 
in biotechnology. 
Dr. Moore also described some improve-
ments that have been made: upgrading com-
puters to a workstation level, and adding bio-
separation equipment, process control equip-
ment and polymer analyzing equipment. The 
department has also been exploring new ways 
of teaching using videodisks to meet each indi-
vidual student's needs. 
In the long run, the department seeks a con-
tinuous upgrade in computers, software, and 
facilities . The chemical engineering depart-
ment has achieved a lot of changes in busting 
loose from the past. 
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C ivil Engineering 
Seated: Martin Thomas, Burl Dishongh a nd Jim McKinney; Sa nding: Kathy icoson, Keith Royer a nd Cecil Lobo; ot pictured: Bob Houghta len 
For two years in a row the Department of 
Civil Engineering has given seniors project as-
signed to off-campus clients. 
The department also is in the process of 
upgrading the faculty computer facilities . 
New equipment for both the material and hy-
draulics labs also arrived . 
Dr. Robert Houghtalen received a grant 
from the NSF (National Science Foundation) 
to built a fluid principles "exhibit" to help 
promote interest in engineering and science. 
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The Rose-Hulman student chapter of 
ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) 
was ranked second in the nation for the job 
they have done for ASCE. 
The goal of the department is to continue to 
provide the best education in the field of Civil 
Engineering. 
Dr. Dishongh (Ph.D., University of Minni-
sota) is a new member to the staff. He brings 
with him experience in the field of structural 
and architectural engineering. 
I 
C omputer Science 
From left: Claude Anderson, Fred Sullivan, Lyn Degler, Frank Young, Dale Oexmann and Cary Laxer 
The computer science department returned 
to full staffing again, after struggling with 
limited faculty last year. But the good news 
this year didn't stop there. In one fell swoop, 
the NeXT computers descended, affecting not 
only the freshmen In the Integrated Curricu-
lum program, but also the computer science 
department. Winter quarter met with cheers 
from CS faculty and students alike as FOR-
TRAN finally got the boot. Using the new 
NeXTs, Pascal has become the new introduc-
tory language for Rose-Hulman freshmen . 
And now all the-faculty also have NeXTs in 
their offices, largely funded by ongoing com-
munity education programs which Depart-
ment Head Dr. Young has been teaching. He 
notes that these courses have had the added 
benefit of enabling him to stay on top of the 
latest state-of-the-art developments in indus-
try. The rapidly moving target has kept the 
faculty on their toes, always upgrading the 
curriculum. Ultimately, however, Dr. Young 
points out that the need is for students to learn. 
He adds that this year's graduates have done 
this and are now prepared to enter a variety of 
fields, including management, consulting, 
graduate research, and both hardware and 
software engineering. Of computer science, 
Dr. Young comments that it is a diverse field, 
where a student has to be simultaneously a 
mathematician, a computer scientist and an 
engineer. 
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E lectrical & Computer Engineering 
Row one: Buck Brown, Bruce Black, Sue Dayhuff, P . Dave Smith; Row two: Frank Acker, Henry Winton a nd Ruth Waite; Row three: John Lindenlaub, Barry Farbrother, Billy 
Lancaster, and Dave Voltmer; Row four: Dave Gahimer, Bill Eccles, Keith Hoover, Cliff Grigg and Jack Derry; Row five: Mark Yoder a nd Fred Brockhurst 
This year, there have been many changes in 
the Department of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Engineering. These changes have 
been mainly in the curriculum. 
A new course was offered this year covering 
radar and sonar. In addition, the department 
has received approval for moving the electro-
chemical class to the junior year, and they 
have restructured the digital electronics class 
which will be offered to sophomores next year. 
ext year, the department will be offering 
some of its circuits and systems sections on the 
computer algebra system that has been used 
for calculus and D.E. 
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The department received a grant from the 
National Science Foundation to redo the digi-
tal lab. The National Science Foundation also 
gave them a grant, as part of the grant for the 
new integrated curriculum, to develop ·com-
puter-aided instruction with the three other 
member EE departments in the consortium 
they have formed: California Polytechnic, 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, and 
Worcester Polytechnic. This program is de-
signed to develop ways to use computers and 
video in instruction. Other schools across the 
country have approached the consortium re-
questing the material for their own use. 
H umanities, Social & Lite Sciences 
Front row: Cal Dyer, Barbara Ito, Susan Smith, Hannelore Lehr, Betty Moore, Pete Parshall, John Ying and Caroline Carvill; Back row: Heinz Luegenbiehl , Thad Smith, 
Dale Bremmer, Pat Brophy, Heide Marie, Steve Letsinger and Bill Pickett 
The HSLS department has certainly been 
"bustin' loose." To start with, Dr. Caroline 
Carvill, has started a new class on modern 
southern fiction. Next, Dr. Heinz Luegenbiehl 
brought a GTE-funded series on computers 
and ethics to campus. Outside speakers were 
brought in to talk on the overdue subject. 
A grant was also received from Lilly En-
dowment to support development in East 
Asian Studies in the HSLS department. Ex-
perts will be brought in to evaluate our East 
Asian Studies program in order to give the 
East Asian-teaching professors more advice. 
All of the faculty dealing with East Asia (Bar-
bara Ito, Heinz Luegenbiehl, Pete Parshall, 
Bill Pickett, Thad Smith and John Ying) will 
visit Japan for six weeks in the summer of 
1992 to study the Japanese culture. During the 
first four weeks the group will stay together. 
The two remaining weeks will consist of each 
professor going his or her separate way to car-
ry out individual projects in his or her field of 
specialization. 
A group of Russian students came and spent 
two weeks in Terre Haute this year as part of a 
student exchange program. Among other ac-
tivities, the students worked for buildings and 
grounds. They donated time, sweat, and labor 
to Habitat for Humanity, building houses for 
the less fortunate. In addition, they even ex-
perienced working at McDonald's! You can't 
get any more American than that. 
Dr. Matsumoto, a present Japanese profes-
sor, has resigned. However, Dr. Heeter and 
Dr. Vrabie, a German and a Russian professor 
respectively, will both come back for their sec-
ond years at Rose-Hulman. Also, Steve Let-
singer, the artist-in-residence, will be back 
next fall to teach a drawing class. Meanwhile, 
two professors will be on sabbatical next year. 
Dr. Luegenbiehl received a Fulbright scholar-
ship to teach philosophy in Japan for a year. 
Dr. Ito will be doing research in Japan on 
Japanese women entrepreneurs. 
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M athematics 
Seated: Gary Sherman, Elton Graves, Mary Lou McCullough, Brian Winkel , Herb Ba iley and Stepha n Carlson; Standing: Ario Schurle, Robert Lopez, George Berzsenyi , Bart 
Goodard, Ralph Grimaldi , Jack Kinney, Al Schmidt, John Rickert a nd Ta mas Varga 
The Department of Mathematics at Rose-
Hulman provides the strong mathematical 
background required for all engineering and 
applied sciences courses. In itself, the Depart-
ment of Mathematics has maintained its repu-
tation by graduating efficient and quality 
mathematics majors. 
The extensive use of symbolic mathematical 
tools like Maple and Mathematics has revolu-
tionized the traditional teaching methods. Of 
course, all this could not have been possible 
without the hard work and dedication from the 
faculty and the students who proved them-
selves worthy of the grants from the educa-
tional foundations . 
The student body maintained its leadership 
by winning several awards . Meritorious men-
tion in the Mathematics Modeling Contest 
was achieved by a team made up of Jeff 
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Dierckman, Calvin Lui and John O'Bryan. 
Another team of John O'Bryan, Jonathan At-
kins and Mark Roseberry won the Indiana 
College Math Contest for the second time. In 
the 8th Annual Conference on Undergraduate 
Mathematics more than 70 students from 
Rose-Hulman participated and gave presenta-
tions . 
The department faculty has also helped 
bring public attention to Rose-Hulman by get-
ting involved in such programs as talent search 
for bright high school students, conference on 
undergraduate mathematics and research ex-
periences for undergraduates (a program 
headed by Dr. Gary Sherman which has en-
tered into its third year) etc. A number of our 
faculty members attained higher standards. 
Dr. Lopez has co-authored a new numerical 
analysis textbook; Dr. Graves has become In-
diana regional chairman of American Junior 
High and American High School Math Ex-
ams; Dr. Grimaldi's second edition of "The 
Discrete and Combinatorial Mathematics" 
also made its appearance this year; Dr.W!n-
kel's "PRIMUS" (an international journal on 
problems resources and issues on Mathemat-
ics) made its debut this spring; and Dr. Carl-
son became secretary treasurer of the Indiana 
section of MAA. Looking at all these accom-
plishments you and I have to agree with Dr. 
Berzsenyi (Department Chairman) when he 
says, about his students and faculty: "they are 
an extremely good groµp of people whose visi-
bility is growing and I feel particularly lucky 
to work with such a motivated and enthusias-
tic group." 
M echanical Engineering 
From left: Paula Duggins, Bob Steinhauser, Don Dekker, Andy Mech, Irv Hooper, Wayne Sanders, Jerry Fine, David Stienstra , Lee Waite, Mike Fulk, Don Richards, Phil 
Cornwell, Daryl Logan, Tom Roper, Mallory North, Darrell Gibson, Lee Shirely, Alan Youngblood and Dave Purdy 
The Department of Mechanical Engineer-
ing has been striving this year to maintain a 
" bustin' loose" momentum. During the course 
of the year, the department has improved its 
curriculum, added new equipment, and added 
a new professor. 
The department has been working hard this 
year to improve its curriculum. They have re-
ceived approval so that starting with the 1992 
freshman class, everyone majoring in me-
chanical eigineering will be required to take 
Technical Communications. Also, as CS 100, 
the freshman basic computer course, is being 
upgraded due to the new NeXT computers, 
the mechanical engineering computer applica-
tions courses are being closely scrutinized and 
will possibly be updated to reflect the new ma-
chines. A new course, Quality Methods, has 
been established to teach ways to ensure prod-
uct quality. 
Many of the ME labs have received new 
equipment. The staff has been developing the 
engine lab and will continue working on it in 
the ensuing years. Also, the department is get-
ting a new balance for the new wind tunnel , as 
well as new software for modal analysis for the 
vibration and noise lab. According to Profes-
sor Steinhauser, chairman of the ME depart-
ment, they are trying to get demonstrations 
and developments for the fluids laboratory, in 
conjunction with the Department of Civil En-
gineering. 
The department's new professor, Dr. David 
Stienstra, has been working on the materials 
laboratory as he is trying to improve the area 
of materials and material engineering. This 
just shows the department's efforts to be " bus-
tin' loose." 
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M ilitary Science 
This year marks a year of celebration of Rose-Hul-
man's Military Science department, but also a year of 
concern. This year (1991) marks the 75th anniversary 
of ROTC at Rose-Hulman. ROTC was founded at 
Rose-Hulman in 1916 as a desire of the students! The 
founding of ROTC at Rose came at the beginning of 
the ROTC program in the United States. 
But, with the celebration of the seventy-fifth year of 
the founding of ROTC at Rose, there also comes a huge 
cutback in the U.S. Armed Forces, which has a big 
impact on the Rose-Hulman's Military Science depart-
ment. Within the next few years, the military is sched-
uled to be cut by 25 percent, no small cut! How does this 
affect Rose-Hulman students? With the cutbacks in 
personnel, comes cutbacks in scholarships. The loss of 
scholarships directly affects Rose students. It is getting 
harder and harder to continue to get scholarship money 
from the government. The school's ROTC program 
thrives on the continuance of scholarship money since 
many students at Rose need financial aid in order to 
continue to go to school. 
The department's focus in the next few years is to try 
to secure as many three-year applicants as they can. 
The department wants to continue to attract as many 
applicants as it can. And with the loss of 2-3 officers at 
the end of the 1990-91 school year, the department is 
trying to portray to the government that it needs a big 
staff, so as not to Jose numbers of personnel, but maybe 
to even gain, even with the cutback in the overall mili-
tary . 
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Row one: Peggy Grant and Anna Lee; Row two: Maj . Seiter, LTC Askew, Barbara Shaw; Row 
three: Maj . Gullett, Maj . Phill ips and Maj . Swisher; Row four: Cpt. McKee, MSG Patterson, 
Cpt. Legler and Cpt. Mendonca 
L TC Wright, Cpt. Keresztes, Cpt. Handley, TSgt. Kyrouac, SSgt Stewart, JoAnne Seybold 
and Jim Bird 
P hysics & Applied Optics 
Row one: Brij Khorana , Yu Wang, Judy Swinford and Pat Krupa; Row two: Rob Bunch, Jerry Wagner and Ga ry Burgess; Row three: Art Western , Paul Mason, Azad 
Siahmakoun, Mukund Acharya; Row four: Granvil Kyker, Erhard Krumpholz, Mike Moloney, Phil Sta hl and Charles Joenathan 
The Department of Physics and Applied 
Optics has been working very diligently over 
the past year to improve and be in a position to 
be "bustin' loose" in the '90s. The introductory 
physics lab has been improved with the acqui-
sition of new equipment to be used in the 
Freshman Integrated Curriculum. This equip-
ment is also being utilized in the other intro-
ductory physics Jabs. The Applied Optics sec-
tion has also received a Jot of new equipment 
for use in some Jabs that are being taught for 
the first time. 
Dr. Brij Khorana , chairman of the depart-
ment, says that the department has been em-
phasizing two major areas. First, they are 
working with high school physics teachers to 
better instill an understanding of physics at 
the high-school level. At the same time, the 
department has been working with businesses 
involved in the optics industry. Several grants, 
both from the State of Indiana and individual 
companies, have been received for work in the 
above two areas. 
A lot of innovation in the curriculum of op-
tics has taken place, prompting several faculty 
to write new textbooks. Also, there has been 
growth in the research and support staff for 
the Center for Applied Optics. 
The Department of Physics and Applied 
Optics has grown a lot in the past several 
years. Yet, this year, the department has made 
great strides toward " bustin' loose." 
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Portraits 
Clinton J. Adams 
Mechanical Engineering 
Amenia, ND 
Michael A. Bergenthal 
Electrical Engineering 
Greer, SC 
Wayne J . Bornio 
Physics 
Slidell, LA 
60 - Senior Portraits 
SENIOR 1991 
R. Matthew Adams 
Computer Science 
Terre Haute, IN 
Steven M. Blair 
Computer Engineering 
Crown Point, IN 
David W. Boroughs 
Electrical Engineering 
Springdale, AR 
Christopher D. Arnold 
Mechanical Engineering 
Cloverdale, IN 
James C. Blasdel 
Mechanical Engineering 
New Albany, IN 
Lawrence H. Boxier 
Applied Optics 
Franklin, IN 
Phillip W. Banet 
Mathematics 
New Albany, IN 
Paul J. Boenitz 
Mechanical Engineering 
oblesville, IN 
Michael A. Brier 
Computer Science 
Liberty, IN 
Paul A. Acevedo 
Electrical Engineering 
Chesterton, I 
William M. Bates 
Mechanical Engineering 
Brooklyn, OH 
Thomas L. Bogle 
Computer Science 
Osseo, M 
David C. Brombaugh 
Chemical Engineering 
Carmel , IN 
Todd A. Brown 
Chemical Engineering 
Wausau, WI 
Francis E. Camden 
Electrical Engineering 
Franklin, I 
Alexander M. Crespi 
Applied Optics 
Darien, IL 
Charles E. Dewey JV 
Mechanical Engineering 
Columbus, IN 
Eric B. Bube 
Applied Optics 
Georgetown, IN 
Thomas A. Carrow 
Civil Engineering 
Laurel, IN 
Daniel J. Crisman 
Electrical Engineering 
Rushville, IN 
Robert A. DeYong 
Electrical Engineering 
Peachtree City, GA 
Joseph A. Burkhart 
Civil Engineering 
Petersburg, IN 
David C. Cleveland 
Civil Engineering 
Indianapolis, IN 
John R. Cunningham 
Mechanical Engineering 
McDonald, OH 
Kirk R. Eisert 
Electrical Engineering 
Lanesville, IN 
Jeffrey H. Burns 
Mechanical Engineering 
New Castle, IN 
Carl F. Cole 
Electrical Engineering 
Wis. Rapids, WI 
P. Marc de Faye 
Electrical Engineering 
Seattle, WA 
Charles S. Elmore 
Chemistry 
Thibodaux, LA 
Todd E. Butler 
Electrical Engineering 
Evansville, IN 
Timothy P. Conarroe 
Civil Engineering 
Centerville, IN 
David M. Devore 
Electrical Engineering 
Coon Rapids, MN 
David M. Fabritius 
Computer Science 
Olympia, WA 
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Andrew H. Fagg 
Applied Optics 
Boonville, IN 
Brian C. Frazier 
Mechanical Engineering 
Elwood, I 
J. Langley Gibson 
Mechanical Engineering 
Cory, I 
Adam M. Griner 
Chemical Engineering 
ew Castle, I 
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Michael L. Fagg 
Mechanical Engineering 
Madison, OH 
Richard D. Gamble 
Mechanical Engineering 
Miami Springs, FL 
Nicholas T. Gill 
Civil Engineering 
McArthur, OH 
Bryan L. Hahn 
Electrical Engineering 
Goshen, IN 
Brett W. Fathauer 
Mechanical Engineering 
Oakwood, IL 
Carl D. George 
Electrical Engineering 
Wichita, KS 
eil F. Glaze 
Mechanical Engineering 
Carmel, IN 
Allen L. Hall 
Electrical Engineering 
Lincoln, NE 
Howard S. Fischer 
Chemical Engineering 
Fort Wayne, I 
Cary N. Gerber 
Computer Science 
Bluffton, IN 
Scott M. Goedde 
Chemical Engineering 
Haubstadt, IN 
Daniel B. Hall 
Chemical Engineering 
Park Hills, KY 
Joseph M. Forler 
Electrical Engineering 
Chrisney, I 
Robert E. Getts 
Mechanical Engineering 
Fort Wayne, I 
Kevin A. Grabowski 
Electrical Engineering 
Garden City, Ml 
Gregory M. Hall 
Mechanical Engineering 
Morse Bluff, E 
Bryan K. Haney 
Chemical Engineering 
Marion, IN 
Paul J . Hinton 
Chemical Engineering 
Columbus, IN 
Alan W. Hardenburg 
Electrical Engineering 
Wharton, NJ 
Robert S. Hoskins 
Electrical Engineering 
Middletown, OH 
Dan E. Hasenwinkel 
Electrical Engineering 
East Moline, IL 
Edward J. Huonder 
Electrical Engineering 
Montrose, CO 
Thomas H. Henke 
Electrical Engineering 
Rochester, M 
John G. Jones 
Electrical Engineering 
Elyria, OH 
Benjamin J . Hickman 
Applied Optics 
Bargersville, I 
Michael C. Jones 
Mechanical Engineering 
Loogootee, I 
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Chris R. Kubrick 
Mechanical Engineering 
Oakland City, IN 
Michael K. Kittle 
Mechanical Engineering 
Brazil, IN 
David P. Leif 
Mechanical Engineering 
Greendale, WI 
William R. Lund 
Mechanical Engineering 
Miami, FL 
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Jonathan K. Karlen 
Mechanical Engineering 
Louisville, KY 
Kevin L. Kluemper 
Mechanical Engineering 
Ferdinand, IN 
Robert L. Lind 
Mechanical Engineering 
Minnetonka, MN 
Alan A. Manche 
Electrical Engineering 
Knightstown, IN 
Daniel J. Keown 
Chemical Engineering 
Brownburg, IN 
John C. Knight 
Chemical Engineering 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
David P. Lockard 
Mechanical Engineering 
Akron, OH 
Samuel H. Mark 
Mechanical Engineering 
Indianapolis, IN 
Matthew J. Kintzele 
Mechanical Engineering 
Michigan City, IN 
Carl W. Koehlinger 
Mechanical Engineering 
Willshire, OH 
Kevin T . Love 
Mechanical Engineering 
Cincinnati, OH 
Darrell E. Marsh 
Chemical Engineering 
Pittsboro, IN 
Eric R. Kissell 
Mechanical Engineering 
Wayne, PA 
John M. Lacheta 
Mechanical Engineering 
Chicago Heights, IL 
Calvin Lui 
Mechanical Engineering 
Hong Kong 
Joseph E. Matthews 
Electrical Engineering 
Indianapolis, IN 
Ross D. Maue 
Mechanical Engineering 
Buffalo, M 
John M. Meister 
Electrical Engineering 
Cheyenne, WY 
Trevor M. Moeller 
Mechanical Engineering 
Batesvi lle, IN 
Terry 0 . ebergall 
Electrical Engineering 
Midland, Ml 
David F. Maxwell 
Civil Engineering 
Granite City, IL 
I 
Paul F. Meyers 
Applied Optics 
Brookston, IN 
John D. Moore 
Mechanical Engineering 
Fountain City, IN 
Kent A. eier 
Electrical Engineering 
Coatesville, IN 
Kent L. McCorkle 
Chemistry 
Windfall, IN 
Keith E. Miller 
Chemical Engineering 
Louisville, KY 
Glen E. Morrow 
Civil Engineering 
Bloomington, IN 
Anthony C. New 
Electrical Engineering 
New Castle, I 
Thomas 0 . McCormick 
Computer Science 
McConnelsville, OH 
William E. Mills 
Chemical Engineering 
Elberfeld, I 
Michael W. Moser 
Computer Engineering 
Onancock, VA 
Christopher Nordmeyer 
Mechanical Engineering 
Terre Haute, IN 
William L. McQuen 
Mechanical Engineering 
Gary, I 
John C. Minor 
Mechanical Engineering 
Cincinnati, OH 
Martin . Moss 
Applied Optics 
Littlerock, CA 
Vincent F. Oswalt 
Electrical Engineering 
Mitchell , IN 
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Jay A. Overbeck 
Applied Optics 
Terre Haute, IN 
David A. Pieper 
Mathematics 
Manitowoc, WI 
David J . Rikkers 
Mechanical Engineering 
Ripon, WI 
- , 
Reece A. Scott 
Chemical Engineering 
Rosedale, I 
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Jeffrey S. Pahl 
Electrical Engineering 
Arcadia, WI 
Joel R. Plaas 
Mechanical Engineering 
Lees Summit, MO 
Eric A. Roth 
Applied Optics 
Hobart, IN 
Russell G. Sermersheim 
Electrical Engineering 
Jasper, IN 
Eric W. Paul 
Computer Engineering 
Mt. Vernon, IN 
Daniel J . Pund 
Mechanical Engineering 
Ferdinand, IN 
Paul D. Rudolph 
Mechanical Engineering 
Logansport, IN 
Joseph L. Sharpe 
Computer Science 
Danville, KY 
Geoffrey R . Payne 
Electrical Engineering 
Valparaiso, IN 
Douglas J . Ream 
Mechanical Engineering 
Clay City, IN 
A. Joe Sachse 
Chemical Engineering 
Anderson, IN 
Robert A. Shea 
Mechanical Engineering 
Indianapolis, IN 
Britt J . Petty 
Mechanical Engineering 
Terre Haute, IN 
Mark A. Reed 
Mechanical Engineering 
Kewanna, IN 
John E. Schmall 
Electrical Engineering 
St. Paul , MN 
George J . Shumay 
Mechanical Engineering 
North Olmsted, OH 
Scott M. Simmonds 
Mechanical Engineering 
Greensburg, 1 
Ahmed Syed 
Electrical Engineering 
Karachi, Pakistan 
Mark L. Skarpness 
Computer Engineering 
Milnor, ND 
C. Chadd Taylor 
Electrical Engineering 
Shoals, I 
John W. Stephens 
Electrical Engineering 
Winslow, IN 
Steven M. Taylor 
Mechanical Engineering 
Chesterton, I 
C. Richard Stroud 
Computer Science 
Orleans, IN 
Charles R. Tommey 
Electrical Engineering 
Parkersburg, WV 
Steven J. Susten 
Chemical Engineering 
Lilburn, GA 
Paul D. Tougaw 
Electrical Engineering 
St. Francisville, IL 
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Eric J . Tucker 
Mechanical Engineering 
Floyds Knobs, IN 
Ja mes D. Walls 
Applied Optics 
Terre Haute, I 
Robert L. Williams 
Mechanical Engineering 
Terre Haute, IN 
Jason W. Yeager 
Civil Engineering 
Tennyson, I 
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Steven J . VanZale 
Electrical Engineering 
Medina , OH 
Ricky J. Watson 
Electrical Engineering 
Madison, IN 
Wilfred S. Wong 
Electrica l Engineering 
Hong Kong 
Joseph E. Yenger 
Chemical Engi neering 
Startford, IA 
Steven A. Vinson 
Chemical Engineering 
Michigan City, IN 
Rodney J . West 
Mecha nical Engineering 
Liberty, IN 
Jeffrey M. Woods 
Electrical Engineering 
Coggon, IA 
Antonio M. Zamora 
Computer Science 
Winter Haven, FL 
Lynn Vornheder 
Electrical Engineering 
Aurora, IN 
David A. White 
Mechanica l Engineering 
Eldorado, OH 
Kevin W. Wyatt 
Electrical Engineering 
India napolis, IN 
Bria n S. Walling 
Mechanica l Engineering 
Milwaukee, WI 
Steven C. Wi lhelmy 
Chemical Engineering 
North St. Paul , M 
Norbert G. Yates 
Mechanical Engineeri ng 
Farmersburg, IN 
Mukund Acharya 
Applied Optics 
India 
Jens Engel 
Electrical Engineering 
West Germany 
R. Krishnan 
Electrical Engineering 
India 
Adarsh Soga! 
Mechanical Engineering 
India 
Sarni D. Al-Aruri 
Physics 
Indianapolis, I 
Thomas Harrer 
Applied Optics 
West Germany 
Gennan Li 
Electrical Engineering 
China 
Srikanthan Tirumala 
Electrical Engineering 
India 
Jurgen Blattner 
Electrical Engineering 
West Germany 
Hua Huang 
Electrical Engineering 
China 
Yanping Lu 
Mechanical Engineering 
China 
Xiaogang Wu 
Electrical Engineering 
China 
Darin Cook 
Civil Engineering 
Terre Haute 
Jizeng Jin 
Electrical Engineering 
China 
Chinna Babu Prudyi 
Electrical Engineering 
India 
Xiaohua Yang 
Electrical Engineering 
China 
Barry Davignon 
Mechanical Engineering 
Terre Haute 
Aditya Khatuka 
Electrical Engineering 
India 
Axel J. Roenneke 
Mechanical Engineering 
West Germany 
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Michael J. Allard 
Steve G. Allison 
Jeffrey G. Amrhein 
James S. Auton 
Kirk J. Bailey 
Tommy D. Baker 
Brian E. Barrett 
Michael J. Blair 
Mark W. Boenke 
Danny D. Boxeth 
Michael D. Brown 
David M. Browning 
Gary Burdette 
Timothy J. Chavie 
Robert D. Coner 
Robert M. Coop 
Jeffrey B. Cross 
Eric J. Cunningham 
Gregory W. Dixson 
Thomas E. Dorsch 
Heinrick Dubose-Schmitt 
William N. Eccles 
Joseph B. Ellis 
Timothy B. Ezra 
Hershel E. Fancher 
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JUNIOR 1992 
Thomas E. Fenstener 
Thomas E. Finkbiner 
Kent W. Flint 
Gregory D. Ford 
Bradley D. Freriks 
David F. Gadberry 
Darren D. Gebler 
Kevin W. Gilbert 
Matthew M. Graf 
Todd A. Greener 
William J. Hartwell 
Ryan L. Hawk 
Michael A. Helmecki 
John F. Henning Jr. 
Mark J. Hiatt 
Peter W. Hinzy 
Brian A. Horning 
Corey D. House 
David E. Hudson 
Stephen L. Johnston 
Matthew J. Jones 
Jason R. Karlen 
Mark S. Kazmier 
Michael R. Keeney 
Gregory A. Kemp 
Brian M. Knox 
Daniel A. Krieg 
Robert D. Ladson 
David Lahey 
Bryan R. LaPlant 
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Keun W. Lee 
Michael W. Liemohn 
Kurt R. Lindemann 
Craig S. Linderoth 
James M . Ludlow III 
Russell J. Luzetski 
John R. Mayo 
Michael W. Mazur 
Troy J. McClamroch 
Todd A. Mehringer 
Scott G. Minnich 
Patrick E. Moseley 
Frank E. Mullis 
John T. O'Bryan 
Dorian B. Pacheco 
Lee M. Parke 
Jason S. Parks 
Scott D. Peckinpaugh 
David C. Petruska 
Andrij I. Petryna 
Christopher Phillips 
John A. Piga 
Ravi C. Puttaiah 
Michael A. Ray 
Brian L. Ream 
Christopher G. Reed 
Thomas E. Rude 
Andrew P. Sarell 
James C. Savage 
Brett F. Schneider 
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Barry K. Simpson 
Jeffery P. Skiver 
Michael J. Spock 
Timothy W. Spurling 
Lance W. Stallcop 
Gregory A. Starkey 
Michael S. Sulit 
Bruce J. Swanson 
Vernon J. Tarrh 
Anthony L. Thomas 
Mark S. Throop 
Terrence W. Towe 
Steven D. Traylor 
Eric J. Trueblood 
Robert P. Virostko 
David L. Vititoe 
Erik L. Wallace 
David B. Weed 
George A. Wenig 
Brian M. Whipp 
Jon Whitcomb 
John D. Whitworth 
Jason R. Williford 
Christopher L. Wilson 
Jeffrey E. Windau 
Ed Witt 
Kevin S. Zaylskie 
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Russell G. Adams 
Brian D. Alexander 
Enrico A. Antonini 
Robert J. Arit 
David W. Badger Jr. 
James D. Baize 
John R. Biddle 
Jason Bilsland 
Joseph L. Binford Ill 
Charles L. Brads 
Jeff A. Brier 
Robert J. Broadhead 
Eric R. Brodeur 
Chad R. Brown 
Jason F. Brown 
Caleb D. Buchanan 
Craig M. Buchek 
Brice A. Bucher 
Warren P. Bullock 
Kevin M. Cahill 
Robert W. Cain 
Richard A. Campbell 
Perry L. Carr 
Paul W. Carter 
Sean D. Chambers 
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Stephen L. Coffey 
Richard J. Comer 
Brian T. Cooper 
Christian B. Crosby 
Mitchel R. Deckard 
Todd A. DeVore 
Brian C. Dougherty 
Jeffery H. Dove 
R. Allen Dove 
Bryan D. Drummond 
Bryan C. Duffy 
Michael F. Farrell 
Paul M. Fathauer 
David J. Fischer 
John M. Fleck 
Todd R. Fox 
J. Kirk Frederick 
Stephen M. Frost 
Teodoro Garcia Ill 
Eric S. Geib 
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Spencer L. Geswein 
Scott A. Gilmour 
Brian K. Goodman 
David I. Goodman 
Tracy A. Grunden 
Luis F. Guzman 
William J. Haas 
Jeffrey J. Haggerty 
Chaka Hannah 
Matthew J. Harbert 
Rhett T. Harper 
Robert D. Hastings 
Loren . Heinze 
Richard E. Helfert 
Christoper D. Jackson 
Jason R. Jeffries 
Claude M. Johnson 
Anthony R. Jones 
William Jones 
Eric C. Kamm 
Andrew J. Kasal 
Harold G. Kays 
Steven T. King 
Adam L. Kluemper 
Danny R. Kouder 
Mike T. Kridner 
Todd J. Lemon 
Trevis J. Litherland 
Jay C. Lorentz 
Matthew G. Lovell 
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Mark H. Mars 
Jerry Martin 
Stephen E. Mattingly 
Wesley B. Maxie 
Brett P. Mazany 
Andrew P. McConnell 
Eric A. Mihal 
Jeffrey T. Miheve 
Coey D. Minear 
Irwin S. Minnemann 
Eric S. Moody 
Matthew P. Morley 
William M. Mounts 
Kevin R. eier 
Theron W. elson 
Benjamin P. Nicholson 
Raymond Orie 
Michael W. Palmer 
Mihir N. Patel 
Alan L. Peacock 
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Douglas C. Pearson 
David B. Pottschmidt 
Wyatt K. Powell 
Chad B. Powers 
W. Brian Pressler 
David T. Prunty 
James T. Purciful 
Brent A. Reyher 
Rich Ryan 
Dylan C. Schickel 
William W. Schomer 
William D. Sider 
Stephen D. Smalley 
Gary L. Solbreken 
Leif C. Sorensen 
Jason A. Staley 
Donald W. Stanton 
Daniel P. Steele 
Arden D. Stiers 
Mark A. Stremler 
Steven H. Sunberg 
Lars D. Swanson 
Derek T. Taylor 
Michael A. Thomas 
Patrick J. Townsend 
Thomas A. Valentine 
Stephen M. Varga 
Tri-Hung C. Vu 
R. Alan Waggoner 
Gregory P. Ward 
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Ethan R. Warner 
Gregory S. Wiley 
Timothy G. Wiley 
Robert E. Wood 
John S. Wright 
Bin Wu 
Jonathan D. Yoder 
Cheng Shuan Yu 
Patrick W. Zaharako 
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DeWayne D. Acree 
Daniel A. Amrhein 
Jon D. Anderson 
Matthew C. Anderson 
Christopher Andrews 
Michael E. Arnold 
John R. Ash baugh 
Jonathan E. Atkins 
Miguel A. Barreno 
Jason R. Baugher 
William Benedict 111 
Jonathan D. Bennett 
Ronald J. Berry 
Jason E. Bisbee 
Matthew M. Bold 
William J. Boucher 
Joseph A. Bounds 
Walter F. Brace 
Erick M. Breneman 
Robert L. Brewington 
Robert J. Brim 
James D. Britt 
Christopher T. Brown 
Chad L. Buchanan 
Richard S. Buening 
80 - Freshman Portraits 
F RESHMA 1994 
Robert D. Bumpus 
Steven J. Burch 
Douglas G. Burton 
Cash E. Canfield 
Roy E. Carpenter 
Gregory A. Case 
Andrew T . Casey 
Zachariah Chambers 
Allen . Cheesman 
Stephen J. Cisco 
Christopher M. Cobb 
James D. Codling 
John E. Cornelius 
David A. Crawford 
Brian J. Crothers 
Jeffrey J. Czarnik 
David 0 . Davis 
Gary S. Deeter 
Leslie F. Donaldson 
Clayton E. Dumcum 
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Steve L. Durcholz 
Matthew R. Edwards 
Todd R. Eigenschink 
Gregory D. Elliott 
Todd A. Emerick 
Jeffrey T . Emhuff 
John L. Emley 
Phillip F. Endres 
Eric S. Evans 
Patrick J . Faist 
Jason G. Fee 
Gregory S. Feller 
Ryan M. Ferris 
Timothy W. Floyd 
Andrew M. Ford 
Luis B. Franco 
John W. Frerich 
Seth A. Friedman 
Matthew A. Fu_lk 
Scott A. Gage 
Justin R. Gallagher 
Darian T. Gatewood 
Robert A. Gerhart 
Adam M. Gersting 
Theodore A. Gielow 
Gene Gower 
Gary R. Gutknecht 
Christopher M. Hahn 
Charles A. Harrison 
Dale F. Hartzell 
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Scot A. Hawkins 
Kevin W. Hayes 
Dwain L. Hendershot 
Daemeon M. Henry 
Robert W. Hilbert 
Reuben D. Hochstedler 
Victor L. Hoerst 
Brent W. Hoffman 
Brandon S. Hollis 
Shannon W. Holmes 
John D. Hooper Jr. 
Spencer A. House 
Gregory A. Hubbard 
Michael A. Hummel 
David C. Hussung 
Frank J. Huston II 
Michael T. Jahn 
Daniel L. Janko 
James E. Jankowski 
Glenn A. Jaojoco 
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Joseph H. Joice 
Christian S. Kelley 
Rodney S. Kestle 
James K. Kimmerle 
Kevin T. Kinney 
Darby C. Kline 
Phillip S. Knickrehm 
Michael D. Kohlmeier 
Shawn E. Kuhmann 
James A. Kuntz 
Jason J. Kuykendall 
Paul D. Laune Jr. 
Foo H. Lee 
James B. Lesniak 
Matthew S. Lesniewski 
Bryan J. Lofnand 
Kevin L. Lueschen 
Jon M. Madison 
Daniel E. Magsig 
Keith E. Mansfield 
Landon K. Massey 
Mark G. McDaniel 
Jeffrey M. McDermott 
Matthew P. Meek 
Erin M. Meyer 
Anthony X. Millet Jr. 
Jason A. Mix 
Chad A. Modesitt 
Brett J. Monroe 
Jay R. Moorman 
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Fumio Morino 
Christopher P. Morton 
Peter L. Morzinski 
James R. Muncy 
James M. Murphy 
Brian J. iepoky 
Shane F. Nocus 
Chester A. Ogborn 
Christopher D. Oman 
Mark W. Plenge 
Eric C. Potter 
John W. Proctor 
Micheal B. Randall 
Daniel R. Reed Jr. 
Aaron L. Reid 
Aaron M. Reynolds 
Jon R. Richards 
Christan E. Roleno 
Mark E. Roseberry 
Mark A. Rosenberger 
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David A. Sanders 
Brian D. Sauer 
Michael B. Schall 
Scott A. Schroeder 
Daniel D. Schwert 
Steven . Shadix 
Gary W. Shives 
Roger W. Sisson 
Frank R. Smith 
Jeffrey P. Smith 
Robert D. Snedeker 
Michael L. Snider 
Kent A. Stader 
Matthew Stamm 
Brian M. Stankiewicz 
Jerry G. Stanley 
Anthony R. Stauffer 
Michael S. Steffen 
William P. Suminski 
Damon A. Swope 
Brock A. Taylor 
Christopher M. Taylor 
John E. Tenbusch 
Christopher M. Tibbits 
Michael L. Timmons 
Steven A. Toth Jr. 
Shannon L. Traska 
Barry W. Trottier 
Thomas J. Tyson 
Donald S. Yash 
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Frank S. Volkers 
Julian F. Waldby 
Robert J . Waldron 
Matthew R. Walker 
Timothy S. Walker 
Gregory L. Walker Jr. 
Eric W. Wandell 
Jim R. Webster 
Christopher E. Werling 
Michael E. Wever 
Andrew L. White 
Nathan Wiley 
James M. Williams 
Jacque R. Wilson 
Geoffrey A. Wise 
Marvin G. Wise Jr. 
Piu Bill Wong 
Christopher A. Yohman 
Mark W. Young 
Omar A. Zaidi 
Jason T . Zigler 
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Competition results 
Songest ?Mystery Event? 
I. PKA ... .................... 281/300 l . TRI ... .... .. .... ..... .. ...... 4:32.76 
2. LCA .. ............... ...... 261/300 2. PKA ..................... .. .. 4:48 .34 
3. FGD .... ..... .. ..... ... .... 253/300 3. LCA ...................... ... 4:59 .38 
4. TX ... ... ... ... ..... ......... 178/300 4. DSP .. .... ............... ..... 5:06.82 
5. DSP ... .. .................. . 177 / 300 5. SN ............... .. ........... 5:23.04 
6. SN ......... .... ..... ... ..... 167 / 300 6. FGD ......... .. ..... .. .. ..... 5:32.29 
7. ATO .. ......... .... ... ........... DNP 7. TX ... ..... ................. ... 6:02.99 
8. TRI ......... ..... ........... ..... DNP 8. ATO ... ...................... 6:51.53 
Cart Race 15-Man Pyramid 
I. LCA ......................... 2:38.47 I . PKA ... .. ........ ......... .. ..... .. . 7-0 
2. TRI ....... .. .. .. ............. 2:41 .12 2. FGD .......... .. .............. .... .. 6-1 
3. DSP ......... ... ....... .. 2:43 .16* * 3. TRI ........... ...... ... ... .......... 5-2 
4. ATO ... .. ... ... .. ....... ... .. 2:43.49 4. LCA .................... .. ....... ... 4-3 
5. PKA .... .. .. .... .. ..... .. .. .. 2:48 .52 5. DSP ........... .... .. ......... ... .... 3-4 
6. FGD .. .......... .... ... ...... 2:53.75 6. AT0 .................. .... ...... ... . 2-5 
7. SN .. .... .. ........... .. .. ..... 3:07.68 7. TX ....... ......... .. .. ..... .... ..... . 1-6 
8. TX ............. ... ............ 3:52.22 8. SN ...... .......... .. ................. 0-7 
* *disqualified 
Tug-0-War 
0-Course I . LCA .. ... .. ... ..... ... ........ ... ... 7-0 
I . LCA ....... ..... ..... ..... .. . 2:44.52 2. TRI ... ..... ............ ... .......... 6-1 
2. TRI ..... ...... ...... ... .... .. 3:03.35 3. AT0 .. .... .......... .. ... ... ... .. .. . 5-2 
3. PKA .... .. .......... .. ....... 3:08,0 I 4. FGD ... .. ... ........................ 4-3 
4. DSP .......... ... .... ... ... ... 3:14.46 5. SN ..... ... .. ... .. .... ... ... .. ........ 3-4 
5. ATO ...... ................... 3:21.25 6. PKA .. ... ........................... 2-5 
6. FGD .. .. ............ .. ....... 3:45 .19 7. TX ..... ... .. .. .. ...... ... ............ 1-6 
7. TX ..... ...... .. ............... 4:18.97 8. DSP ................................. 1-6 
8. SN ........... .. .. .. ..... ...... 4:31 .28 
Greek Game - 91 
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Athletics 
Grid squad goes 7-3; 
Has a Day in the Dome 
The Rose-Hulman football team answered several questions during 
the 1990 season. 
* Could the young squad challenge for the Indiana Collegiate 
Athletic Conference championship? (The team won six of its seven 
conference games, finishing second in the final standings). 
* Could an inexperienced offensive line win the line of scrimmage 
battle? (The Engineers earned 392.6 total yards per game and aver-
aged 37 points in their last four games). 
*Could Rose-Hulman enter the '90s by matching the success at 
the end of the '80s? (The team started the '90s with a 7-3 record, 
finishing the season with a six-game win streak). 
Season results were: Mount St. Joseph 31, Rose-Hulman 10; Drake 
University 44, Rose-Hulman 21; Rose-Hulman 34, Illinois Benedic-
tine 7; DePauw University 30, Rose-Hulman 10; Rose-Hulman 30, 
Franklin College 25; Rose-Hulman 27, Hanover College 23; Rose-
Hulman 38, Wabash College 34; Rose-Hulman 38, Anderson Univer-
sity 19; Rose-Hulman 42, Taylor University 13; and Rose-Hulman 
30, Manchester College 6. 
Intense coach Patterson in the Dome 
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Football 
Wide receiver Ed Huonder was named to the first team of the 
College Division 1990 GTE Academic All-American Football Team. 
He also was named most valuable offensive player catching 69 passes 
for 918 - both Rose-Hulman records. He also set career records for 
receptions (169) and yards (2,301). 
Other seniors on the team included Cevin Bryant, Luke Dickerson, 
Steve Dinsmore, Kenneth Godwin, Brian Hall, Jerry Harris, Steve 
Jackson, Fred Low, Joe Matthews, Neal Rumsey, Dave Strickland 
and Ron Timm. 
A special treat for the team this year was playing in the Hoosier 
Dome where the Engineers trounced the Taylor Trojans by 29 points. 
"This year's team answered a lot of questions - about themselves, 
our football program and the coaching staff," Coach Scott Duncan 
said. "We showed to ourselves that we can compete with the best 
teams in the ICAC." 
The 1990 season marked the fifth straight winning campaign for 
coach Duncan. 
Todd Foreman in passing form 
Huonder sets four records 
and gains national recognition 
Left: a field goal attempt off the rug of the Hoosier Dome; lower left: as usual , the Rose-
Hulman defense excelled in swarming fashion to stop opponent offenses; below: the 1990 
version of the Fightin' Engineer football team; below right: assistant coach Schrage 
encourages from the sidelines 
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Hardwood consistency 
leads to 17 -9 season 
Basketball Coach Bill Fenlon seeks consistent performances 
from his players - in games, practice and the classroom. The 
word "consistent" crept up consistently throughout the 1990-91 
season. 
For the second year in a row, the Engineers posted a 17-9 
record, and earned a reputation as one of the nation's top defen-
sive teams. 
The season was an emotional roller coaster ride. It started 
with Scott Beach's game-winning shot to defeat Washington 
University at St. Louis in the season opener. There was the 13-2 
record through early January, which brought honorable men-
tion recognition in the first NCAA Division III national poll. 
Then, there was the scene as fans spilled onto the court to 
celebrate a 58-57 victory over rival DePauw University. 
However, Fenlon vividly recalls an overtime loss (68-64) at 
Franklin College, a loss at Manchester and a disappointing 
home-court loss to Hanover College. 
"Those three games kept us from having a great season, and 
might have kept us from the NCAA tournament," Fenlon said. 
Senior forward Britt Petty was the team's leading scorer 
(19.4) for the third straight season. He earned all-ICAC honors 
for the second straight year, and he became Rose-Hulman's 
third all-time leading scorer (1,868 points). 
Other senior starters included Dan Keown (8.6 ppg, 4.9 rpg); 
and center Rodney Adams (10.7 ppg; 60.5 fg%). Center John 
Lacheta scored a career-high 16 points against Maryville. 
Sophomore guard Scott Beach was the team's second leading 
scorer (13.6) . He also was selected to the second team of the 
District 5 College Division All-Academic basketball team. 
Sophomore Scott Woods improved throughout the season end-
ing a 7-point average. 
Other underclassmen making contributions include Paul He-
dinger, Andy Hendricks, Ryan Steinhart, Chris Hammond, 
Brian Sullivan, Mike Lawrence, Jamie Cummings and Aaron 
Bultman. 
The junior varsity, coached by Jim Shaw, had a 6-4 record. 
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Basketball I 
Above: Britt Petty goes strong to the basket and becomes Rose-Hulman's third all-
time leading scorer; Far right top, next page: Rodney Adams played a key inside 
role; Center top, next page: Scott Beach passes off in season where he was team's 
second leading scorer; Next page left: John Lacheta with the reach at center 
position; and Bottom right , next page: the 1990-91 version of the Fightin ' Engineer 
basketball squad. 
Petty earns all-conference honors; 
Beach picked as district academic All-American 
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Best record ever during 
1 OOth anniversary season 
The Rose-Hulman baseball team ful-
filled several of its dreams during the 1991 
season. 
There was the 22-12 record - the most 
victories ever accumulated by an Engineer 
team; the third place finish (9-5) in the 
competitive Indiana Collegiate Athletic 
Conference; and victories over Indiana ri-
vals DePauw University, Wabash College, 
Anderson University and Hanover College. 
The season ended May 13 when the En-
gineers weren 't selected to participate in 
the NCAA Division III post-season tourna-
ment. 
"Obviously, I was disappointed. With 
our pitching staff, I think we could have 
gone a long way in a double-elimination 
tournament," said Rose-Hulman Baseball 
Coach Jeff Jenkins. "This just gives us ex-
tra incentive for next year ... We have 
nothing to hang our heads about. We had a 
great season, and hopefully, we've turned 
the corner on our program. 
"We had 16 wins in 1990. Now we're at 
22. We can't rest on our laurels. We've got 
Right: John Sherrard gets a 
high-five welcome after 
home run 
l 06 - Athletics 
to strive for even more wins next year," the 
coach said. 
A 6-1 record during a trip to Florida late 
February - including victories over Au-
gustana College (111.) and Capital Univer-
sity (Ohio) certainly opened several peo-
ple's eyes. Then came a double-header 
sweep over Hanover, scoring five runs in the 
top of the seventh inning for a 7-6 win . A 4-
3 victory over Anderson, nationally ranked 
in NAIA polls, added further enthusiasm to 
the team. 
Overall , the Engineers improved in all 
phases of the game: hitting (.318 batting 
average), pitching (3.47 earned run aver-
age) and fielding (.941 average). In ICAC 
games, the team placed among the league's 
best in hitting ( .316) , fielding ( .958) , 
earned run average ( 4.30) and run produc-
tion (4.93 per game). 
Four seniors playing key roles in this 
year 's success were: 
* Kevin Kluemper (Ferdinand, Forest 
Park H .S .): The shortstop led team in hit-
ting (.420) , hits (42) and doubles (9) , while 
Baseball 
ranking second in stolen bases (13 in 15 
attempts) and home runs (2). He earned 
first-team all-Mideast regional honors -
the lone Indiana player to make the Divi-
sion III team. He also was named the top 
academic All-American baseball player in 
the country. 
* Ed Huonder (Montrose, Colo. , Mon-
trose H.S .): Led team in stolen bases (19 in 
21 attempts) for the second straight year, 
while hitting .320. He had a .981 fielding 
average in center field . He made second 
team academic All-American. 
*Marc Bastian (Elwood, Elwood H.S.): 
The right-handed pitcher had a 5-5 record, 
with one save, in 13 games. He had a 2.63 
earned run average. 
* Kevin Patterson (New Albany, New 
Albany H.S.): The first baseman posted an-
other stellar season at the plate, hitting 
.343. 
Other seniors were Neil Glaze (Carmel, 
Carmel H.S.) and Doug Ream (Clay City, 
Clay City H .S.) , who split play in right 
field . 
Kevin Kluemper named top 
academic All-American in country 
Starting fa r left and moving clockwise: Mike Lehr 
behind the plate; team leader Kevin Kluemper scores; 
the 1991 Rose-Hulman baseball team; Marc Bastian 
delivers his stuff; and Pete Kasper lays down a bunt 
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Going the distance; 
Chris Wilson leads team 
Overall, this year's cross country team finished fifth in the Indi-
ana Collegiate Athletic Conference meet; placed third out of 24 
teams in the Beloit Invitational; won a dual meet against Vincennes 
University; and finished second in the Bellarmine Invitational at 
Louisville, Ky. The team, coached by Bill Welch, achieved these 
successes without a senior on the roster. 
Sophomore Chris Wilson finished 55th out of 180 runners at the 
NCAA Division III championships Nov. 17 at Grinnell College in 
Iowa. 
Earlier, the electrical engineering major finished ninth in the 
Great Lakes regional meet - becoming the first Engineer runner 
in nine seasons to qualify for the NCAA national championships. 
Wilson was selected the team's most valuable runner. He led the 
team in every meet and invitational. 
"Chris had another great season," said Welch. "It was nice to 
see him get rewarded for his hard work and dedication." 
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Cycling 
Proving their mettle 
via spoke and pedal 
The cycling team pedaled its way throughout the Midwest in various races. 
The team is coached by Gary Sherman. 
The season started strong for Bob Lind who finished first in a Citizens Race 
in the Starlight Road Race in Southern Indiana. He was racing strong at the 
end of the season finishing sixth out of 60 in a 70-mile race at the Monticello 
Road Race in Monticello, Ill. He took third in a 60-racer criterium at that 
same event. 
Other members of the team were Eric Armstrong, David Britt, Bill Flodder, 
Greg Hall, David Hussung, Rodney Kestle, Tim Marling, Andy Stiles and 
Matt Van Hoosier. 
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Linkster~ move up 
in conference standings Golf 
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You might say that members of the 1991 Rose-Hulman golf team were a close-knit group. After all, 
only nine strokes separated the No. 1 and No. 6 golfers in the ICAC tournament on April 26, 27 on the 
Hulman Links Golf Course in Terre Haute. 
That was good enough to land the Engineers to a fourth place finish in the meet - an improvement 
from last year's sixth place showing. 
Sophomore Chris Posey shot a 164 36-hole score to lead the team, followed by sophomore Wade 
Stockton, who had a 168; sophomore Nick Inkenhaus, 168; freshman Mike Wever, 172; senior Mark 
Schuld, 172; and junior Brian Miller, 173. 
Miller's score proved to be important since it served to break a fourth-place tie between Rose-Hulman 
and Wabash College in the team standings. 
Posey was the team's No. 1 golfer throughout the season, earning low medalist honors at the Wabash 
Invitational. He posted top-5 finishes in two other tournaments during the season. 
"We improved throughout the season. I just wish we could have done better in the ICAC tournament," 
said Rose-Hulman Coach Scott Duncan. 
Rifle 
Team posts best 
showing since 1982 
The rifle team completed an outstanding season by firing a 4236 of 
4800 possible in the NCAA section in Cincinnati. This was the best 
performance by the team since 1982 when it fired a 4367 . It was enough 
to earn the team 27th place in the national ranking of all NCAA Division 
I, II and III rifle teams. 
The entire season saw lots of potential and great improvement overall. 
Part of this was because of new equipment and the addition of an on-
campus air rifle range in Moench Hall Auditorium. 
Scoring leaders in smallbore this year were Michael Ray with a 269 
quarter course average (300 possible). He was followed by Tony New 
(262) , Wilfred Wong (260) and Eric Wandel (259) . Ray also led the 
team in the air rifle category with a 351 average ( 400 possible) followed 
by Wong (339) , Howard Moore (337) and New (332) . 
Won was named most valuable shooter. Robert Piper was named the 
most-improved shooter. 
Participation in the Western Intercollegiate Rifle Conference postal 
matches was highlighted by coach MSG William Hitt being selected as 
the WIRC Coach of the Year. This reflects his dedication and notable 
increase in scores. The air rifle team topped the 1400 mark for the first 
time in many years . The team average increased nearly 200 points. The 
small bore average by nearly 150 points from the last few seasons under-
scored the importance of being able to use the air rifle range for practice 
on a regular basis. 
The other high point for the smallbore team was surpassing the 2100 
mark twice, firing a 2121 in a postal and a 2142 in the WIRC champion-
ship at Xavier University. 
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Difficult, but positive; 
fourth in conference 
The Rose-Hulman soccer team had a difficult, yet positive, season this year. 
The team had to overcome adversity caused by a young roster and a difficult 
September schedule. 
The team did not pick up a win until the last week of September. However, the 
team came back stronger in October to finish conference play 2-3-1, good enough 
for fourth place. Overall, the team had a 5-13-1 record. 
The team also had to overcome age. Over the past two years, three fourths of 
the defense had graduated. This year, only two players on the team were seniors, 
so most will be returning next year. This will help the team as the players will use 
the same style of play and they will know what to expect during the season. 
For the second year in a row, senior Todd Logan was named most Valuable 
player. Freshman Gary Oxford was named rookie of the year, while junior 
Tommy Baker was tabbed as most improved player. The squad has committed to 
an off-season program which will improve the team in the long run. 
"We learned some lessons," Coach Greg Ruark said of the season. "I think 
we're on the verge of some great things. We're not far away from being competi-
tive in every match. That's always been our goal for the program." 
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Swimming 
Young program builds 
in first year as varsity sport 
This year marked the second year for a swimming program at 
Rose-Hulman . It was the first year of varsity competition. Coach 
Randy Jensen said that although the team went 0-7 in dual meets, 
it was a building year. All swimmers saw improvement in their 
times, as did relay teams. 
Last year, 22 school records were set because of the sport being 
new. This year, nine of those records were broken . 
"Our program has a long way to go, but everyone is improving," 
Jensen said. "Hopefully, in three-to-four years, we'll be competi-
tive with Wabash and DePauw." 
The 14-member team lost only two seniors - George Shumay 
and Alex Corea - at the end of this year. With most of the team 
returning and three new recruits, Jensen looks to improvement: 
"Hopefully, next year we'll win a couple of dual meets." 
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Smashing good time 
as team peaks late 
For the second time in three years, No. 1 singles player 
Eric Berzsenyi was selected the most valuable player of the 
1991 Rose-Hulman tennis team. 
Overall, the Engineers ( 4-12) improved throughout the 
season, peaking during the last month of the season. The 
team won three matches - including an 8-1 win over Divi-
sion I Northeastern Illinois University - and took home 
third-place honors at the Rusty Gates Invitational in late 
April. 
Berzsenyi, the tennis team's MVP in 1989, had an 11-17 
record against stiff competition. He combined with freshman 
Matt Edwards for a 10-15 record at No. 1 doubles . 
Junior Andy Stirn was named the team's most improved 
player. He had a 7-4 record at No. 5 or No. 6 singles, and 
teamed with Tri-Hung Vu at No. 3 doubles (11-15) . 
Vu, a sophomore, played at several singles and doubles 
positions throughout the season. He won two matches at No. 
1 singles in mid-April before finishing the year at No. 3 
singles. 
Other members of the team included Edwards, who won 
four of his last six singles matches; sophomores Tony McAl-
lister, Jonathan Drew, Carl Cotter; and freshman Luis Fran-
co. 
The ICAC championships, previously conducted in the 
fall, have been changed to the spring. That's a move wel-
comed by Hopkins and his players. 
And, with no seniors graduating, third-year Coach Dan 
Hopkins is forecasting a brighter future for the tennis pro-
gram. 
"We've taken huge strides forward during the past two 
seasons. We're playing competitive tennis against the Mid-
west's best teams," Hopkins said. "Now, it's time for us to 
raise our performance toward the next level; getting a win-
ning record and challenging for individual singles and dou-
bles titles in the Indiana Collegiate Athletic Conference." 
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Field event athletes 
and distance runners reign 
Field events athletes and distance runners once again reigned supreme 
on the Rose-H ulman track and field team in 1991. 
Senior Larry Boxier won his second straight ICAC pole vault title, 
while junior Tom Gorsich set a conference record in winning the discus 
throw on April 27 in Indianapolis. 
Overall, the Engineers finished fourth (70 points) in the eight-team 
ICAC meet - just two points behind Manchester College (72 points). 
The finish was a considerable improvement over last year's sixth place 
showing. Anderson University won its third consecutive league title (157 
points). 
Individually, Boxier successfully cleared 15-feet to far outdistance 
teammate Rick Briars (12-foot-6) for first-place honors. 
Gorsich had a 148-foot- l l throw to win the discus event - his second 
ICAC title in the field event during the past three years. 
Not to be outdone, junior Chris Wilson won the 10,000 meters race 
(33:17.7) - his only race of that distance during the 1991 outdoor 
season. 
Other top performances at the ICAC meet included junior Greg Dix-
son, who finished third in the 5,000-meter run; freshman Erick Brene-
man, third in the 3000-meter steeplechase (10:03.63); sophomore Doug 
Childers, fourth in the hammer throw (143-feet-9). 
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Morin dominates his class; 
team third in conference 
The wrestling team finished third in the ICAC, defeating 
DePauw, 28-16, before losing to Wabash College, 44-6, and 
Manchester College, 40-9. 
Junior Matt Morin was named Most Valuable Wrestler after 
winning his third straight weight class championship at the 
ICAC meet. He won two matches and received a forfeit to 
capture the 158-pound title. He compiled a 25-1-1 regular-
season record, and has a 73-12-2 career record. 
Also, Morin was named a Scholar Athlete by the Division III 
Wrestling Coaches Association of America for the second 
straight year. 
Meanwhile, senior Matt Murphy had a 2-0-1 record to win 
the ICAC's 134-pound championship. It was his first league 
title. He received the Coaches' Award from Coach Mark Buti. 
Freshman Darby Kline was named the Most Improved Fresh-
man. 
"Matt had another outstanding season," Buti said. "He's 
respected by his teammates and competitors. Some people don't 
want to wrestle Matt, with good reason." 
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Wrestling 
Enthusiasm and dedication; 
Staff & awards recognizing hard work 
Starting lower left and going counterclockwise: Keith Schrage, asst. 
football and asst. baseball; Jeff Jenkins, head baseball and asst . 
football ; Greg Ruark, head soccer and intramurals; Russ Mollett, asst. 
football and asst. track; Linda Flo Sears, department secretary; Rick 
Shaw, trainer ; Bill Welch, head track and head cross country; Jim 
Shaw, asst. basketball; Scott Duncan, head football, head golf and 
athletic director ; and George Patterson, asst. football and asst. 
baseball. Not pictured: Bill Fenlon, head basketball and asst. athletic 
director; Dan Hopkins, tennis; and Mark Buti, wrestling 
Year-end sports awards 
Record-setting athletes Britt Petty and Ed 
Huonder were co-recipients of the Ruel Fox 
Burns Blanket Award as the top senior stu-
dent-athletes at Rose-Hulman for the 1990-
91 athletic season. 
In other special awards, senior baseball 
player Kevin Kluemper received the John A. 
Logan Award for scholarship; senior football 
player Jerry Harris, earned the Samuel F. 
Hulbert Award for sportsmanship; and Lt. 
Col. Robert Askew received the Old Jock 
Award for dedication to the athletic depart-
ment. 
Petty averaged 17 .8 points and 5.6 re-
bounds during his career, helping the Engi-
neers to a 70-35 record and an appearance in 
the 1989 NCAA Division III post-season 
tournament. 
The 6-foot-4 forward ranks third on Rose-
Hulman 's all-time scoring list ( 1,868 points); 
was twice selected to the all-ICAC basket-
ball team; was most valuable player of the 
Rose-Hulman Classic tournament in 1989 
and 1990; made at least one 3-point field goal 
in 71 of his last 79 games; and was the Engi-
neers' leading scorer in 34 of 52 games dur-
ing the 1989-90 and 1990-91 seasons. 
Huonder, a native of Montrose, Colo., 
rewrote many sections of the Engineers' foot-
ball record book during his four-year career 
as a starting wide receiver. He holds records 
for receptions made in a game ( 11 ), season 
(69) and career (169); receiving yards in a 
season (918) and career (2,301 ); receiving 
touchdowns in a career (17); career kickoff 
returns (51) and kickoff return yards 
(1,283). 
That's not all. Huonder was Rose-Hul-
man's offensive most valuable player in 1989 
and 1990; earned all-Indiana Athletic Con-
ference honors in 1990; and was named to the 
honorable mention team of the 1990 Division 
III All-American football team. He was also 
a four-year letterman in baseball, leading the 
team in stolen bases in 1990 and 1991. 
Off the field, Huonder was a first-team 
choice (3.5 grade point average) on the 1990 
GTE Academic All-America football team 
after earning second-team honors in 1989. 
Kluemper was a standout in the classroom 
and on the baseball field. Academically, the 
Ferdinand native had a 3.8 GPA (out of 4.0) 
in mechanical engineering and was a thir<l-
team choice on the 1990 GTE Academic All-
America baseball team. He has qualified for 
similar honors this year. 
On the diamond, Kluemper was a four-
year starter at shortstop. He was named the 
Engineers' most valuable player this past 
season in which he led the team in hitting 
(.420), hits (42) and doubles (9) . Kluemper 
was co-captain of a team that posted the best 
record (22-12) in Rose- H ulman baseball his-
tory. 
Harris, a four-year letterman in football, 
was Rose-Hulman's most valuable defensive 
player in 1990 - a season in which he earned 
all-ICAC honors as a safety; was the team's 
defensive co-captain; and was the team's sec-
ond-ranked tackler (83) . 
Askew, commander of the Rose-Hulman 's 
Army ROTC unit, assists the athletic de-
partment in many capacities throughout the 
athletic season. He is a statistician at home 
football and basketball games during the fall 
and winter seasons, and has provided a help-
ing hand to the golf team the past two years. 
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Clubs & 
Organizations 
Student Government 
SGA 
Executives 
Student 
Congress 
120 - Organizations 
SGA 1990-91 Officers: President - Chadd Taylor; Vice President - Adam Griner; Treasurer - Geoffrey 
Payne; Historian - Jason Karlen; Secretary - Shane Cox; Finance Committee Chairman - George 
Shumay; Advisor: Dr. Jess Lucas 
Front Row: Scott Alexander, Bill Schomer, Jody Snodgrass, Phil Knickrehm, and Jared Bradfield . Second 
Row: Dave Allabaugh, Victor Hoerst, Ton Tyson, Brock Taylor, Rodney Kestle, Michael G. Payne, Bill Mills. 
Third Row: Alan Peacock, Kevin Hayes, Tung Do, Jeff Haggerty, Michael Keeney, John Tenbusch, Chris 
Gestwald. Fourth Row: Paul Neukam, Kevin Dierking, Ken Kozial, Bryun Mish , Leif Sorenson, Brian Hales, 
Brad Fulte. Fifth Row: Greg Feller, George Shumay, Todd Sox, Shane Steffen, Dan Amrhein, Don Vash . 
Last Row: Jeff Pahl, Tom Rude, Kent Nereni, Chad Powers, Jon Anderson, Ken Whah, Pete Hiney. 
Honor, Service & Professional 
Front Row: Chris Andrews, Reuben Hochstedler, Lee Pa rke, Joe Yenger, Doug Secrist, Brett Snyder, Russell 
Luzetski, a nd Tim Ezra. Second Row: Ma tt Morley, Alan Newman, Alex Crespi , Bill Foust, Troy Cooprider, 
Jon Atkins, David Sides, Michael Moser, a nd Clint Adams. Back: Doug Burton, Steven Shadix, Kent Stader, 
Jeff Emhuff, Brett Monroe, Jay Moorma n, Jim Berry, Ha l Higley, Matt Meek, John Emley, Dan Reed, Greg 
Jones, Chris Phillips, David Hynes, Rick Bell , Chuck Pea rson, Glen Morrow, Loren Heinze, Chris Cobb, 
Matt Bold, Ra ndy East, Mark Brehob, Jon Madison, Bob Snedeker, C hris Brown, Greg Pa rkhurst, a nd Kevin 
Wyatt. 
Alpha 
Phi 
Omega 
Alpha 
Chi 
Sigma 
Organizat ions - I 2 I 
Honor, Service & Professional 
Alpha 
Lambda 
Delta 
American 
Society of 
Civil 
Engineers 
122 - Organizations 
Row One: Kenneth M. Labhart, Phillip S. Knickrehm, Kevin T. Kinney, Philip D. Winters, Todd Sheilds, and 
Dav id Hynes. Second Row: Daniel L. Janko, James M. Williams, Robert J . McCoy, Jeff Frederick, Robert 
W. Hilbert, and " Dutch" M.H. Kenda ll IV . Third Row: Robert Piper, Mark W.S. Young, Caroline Carvill, 
Michael G. Payne, and Gary Gutknicht. Fourth Row: Justin Gallagher, Omar Zaidi, Frank Huston, Greg 
Hubbard, and James Caylor. Last Row: Donald Stanton, Pete Gustafson, Theron elson, Barbara Ito, Craig 
McKee, Scott Slisher , and Victor Hoerst. 
- .- I 
Left to Right: Dr. Cecil Lobo, Mark Durno, Andy Sarell , Shelby Biggs, Mark Young, Rob Coop, Loren 
Heinze, Jason Parks, John Frerich, Jason Yeager, Chad Horm, Tim Spurling, David Sides, Scott Minnich, 
Chris Crosby, Bob Snedekker, Joe Burkhart, John Sherrard, Ken Koziol , Chris Jobe, Mark Boenke, Paul 
Kimmerlie, Dave Whitworth, Robert Ladson, Rhett Harper, Dr. Bob Houghtalen. 
Honor, Service & Professional 
Association 
of Computing 
Machinery 
Blue 
Key 
Organizations - 123 
Honor, Service & Professional 
Circle K 
National 
Society of 
Professional 
Engineers 
124 - Organizations 
Kneeling: Brian, Dale Hartzel, John Anderson; Standing: Rob Hoskins, Pete Wazi nsky, Steve Drucholz, 
Chris, Russell Sermersheim, Joe Forler, Gary Solbracken 
Front Row: Dr. Grigg, Joe Forler, Dylan Schikel, Russ Sermersheim, Lance Sta llcop, Jody Snodgrass, and 
Audrij Petryna. Back Row: Chris Kabrick, Jon Whitcomb, Pete Hinzy, Rob Coop, Mark Skarpness, Jeff Pahl , 
and Jim Oekers. 
Honor, Service & Professional 
Steve Allison, Andrew Fagg, Bryan Ware, Ja mes Lyst Jr , Bill Meyers, Pa ul Meyers , Jeff Cross, Greg Simons, 
Thomas Harrer, Eric A. Roth, and Jeff Kwok. 
SPIE 
Tau 
Beta 
Pi 
Orga nizations - 125 
Space Race 
Astronomy 
Club 
126 - Organizations 
Bike 
Club 
Bicycle Club: Front: Mark Stremler, Lonnie Moon . Back Row: Geoff Wise, Stephen Hastings, Greg Hall , 
Andy Stiles, Tim Marling, and Kevin Stultz. 
Checkmate Theater 
Front Row: Jason Karlen , Jon Karlen, and Gary Solbreken. Back Row: Mike Walburg, Jeff Skiver, and 
Martin Moss. 
~ Drama 
· Club 
Chess 
Club 
Organizations - 127 
Foils & Fellowship 
Fellowship 
of Christian. 
Athletes 
Front Row: Steve Lawrence, Kyle Powell, Brady Neukam, Coach Bill Welch . Back Row: Mark Stremler, 
Mark Williams. 
I 
Fencing ~ 
Club 
128 - Organizations 
International Dividends 
Front Row: Wilfred Wong, Xiaogang Wu, Foo Hooi Lee, Huang Hua, Kailan " Bobby" Zhang, Bill Wong, 
and Jawhar Kesari . Back Row: Aditya Khatuka, Ravi Puttaia h, Fumio Morino, Song Peng, Gun Feng, Pete 
Gustafson . 
Front Row: Bruce Swanson, Ravi Putta iah, Jason Williford. Back Row: Eric Cunningham and Dutch 
Kendall. 
lnterna tional 
Student 
Association 
Investment 
Club 
Organizations - 129 
Jazz Chronicles 
Jazz 
Band 
Modulus 
130 - Organizations 
Kneeling: Chris Werling, Eric Kamm, Scot Hawkins; Back row: Bryan Taylor, Wilfred Wong, Fumio 
Morino, Chris Andrews, Ahmed Syed and Joe Forler 
''Note'' Worthy 
Pep Band 
Physics Club 
Physics Club: Tom Giron, Dr. Wagner, Steve Allison . 
131 - Organizations 
Words & Action 
Quarterly 
Student 
Activity 
Board 
132 - Organization 
Front Row: Ben Nicholson, Kevin Zaylskie, Howie Fischer, Bryan Haney, Tom Henke. Top Row: Dan 
Wilson, David White, Bobby Cain, Kent Neier, Greg Wiley, Dave Walker, Brice Bucher, and Kevin Neier. 
RCF & Russian 
-
Dr. Emil Vrabie, Mike Donova n, Jeff Adams, Trevis Litherland, Greg Vialle, Bill Culliver, John Frerich, 
James Willia ms, Peter Priest. 
Rose 
Christian 
Fellowship 
Russian Club 
Organiza tion - 133 
Let the Good Deeds Roll 
Rose 
Scouting 
Association 
Bowling 
134 - Organizations 
Brett Monroe, Brian Pressler, Scot Hawkins, Dale Hartzell, and Matt Morley. 
Fourth Estate 
Front Row: Brian Goodman, P.J . Hinton, Donald Stanton. Back Row: Chester Ogborne, (Stevi Roush) Brian 
Dougherty, Ken Koziol. 
Rose 
Thorn 
UPE 
Organizations - 135 
Toss & Tutor 
Ultimate 
Club 
Learning 
Resource 
Center 
136 - Organizations 
Front: Brian Goodman, Ben Nicholson, Tom Dorsch, Chris Cobb, Eric Kamm, Dan Wilson, and Greg Wiley. 
Back: Mark Brehob, Rich Campbell, and Jamie Ludlow. 
Front Row: P.J . Hinton, Alex Crespi , James Auton, Adam Griner, Eric Geib. Back Row: Susan Smith, 
Michael Keeney, David Berfanger, Mike Leimohn, Larry Boxier, Alan Peacock, and Tony Hinrichs. 
Sound Organizations 
Front Row: John Henning, Brian Pressler, Stephen Smalley, John Knight, Matt Adams, Geoff Wise, Jeff 
Little, Jason Karlen, Allen Hall . Second Row: Al Sourgensen, Greg Rumple, Jason Coleman, Chris Rolenc, 
Dave Davis, Randy Mcintyre, David Fischer, Brent Bergner. Third Row: J.J . Jaworek, Chris Andrews, Bob 
Gerhart, Jim Lesniak, Bill Eccles, Coey Minear, Matt Stam, Mike Brown, Jason Thompson. Last Row: Andy 
McConnell, Greg Ward, Mark Boenke, Dan Hasenwinkel, Scott Sprehn, Dave Allabaugh, William Lund, 
Brad Rodeffer. 
WMHD 
Mixed 
Chorus 
Organizations - 137 
Hither 
& Yon 
138 - Hither & Yon 
Hither & Yon - 139 
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Brim, Rob 17 Davignon, Barry 69 Banet, Phillip 17, 60 Caylor, Chris 18 Davis, David 81, 137 Acevedo, Paul 60 Baratuci, William 49 Brim, Robert 80 Caylor, James 122 Dayhuff, Sue 52 Acharya, Mukund 57, Barreno, Miguel 23, 80 Britt, James 80 Chambers, Sean 74 de Faye, P. Marc 61 69 Barrett, Brian 70 Broadhead, Jarod 20 Chambers, Zachariah Deckard, Mitchel 75 Acker, Frank 52 Baseball 106-107 Broadhead, Robert 74 21, 81 Deeter, Gary 81 ACM 123 Basketball 104-105 Brockhurst, Fred 52 Chavie, Tim 18 Deeter, Steve 18 Acree, DeWayne 80 Bastian, Marc 107 Brodeur, Eric 74 Chavie, Timothy 70 Degler, Lyn 51 Adams, Cling 121 Bates, Bill 19, 60 Brombaugh, David 60 Cheesman, Allen 23, 81 Dekker, Don 55 Adams, Clinton 60 Batt, Joe 20 Brophy, Pat 53 Chemical Engineering Delta Sigma Phi 93 Adams, Jeff 133 Bauer, Nancy 44 Brown, Bonnie 46 49 Derry, Jack 52 Adams, Matt 137 Baugher, Jason 22, 80 Brown, Bonnie 46 Chemistry 48 Devore, David 61 Adams, R. Matthew 60 Beach, Scott 105 Brown, Bonnie 46 Chess Club 127 DeVore, Todd 75 Adams, Rodney I 05 Behnke, Josh 17 Brown, Buck 52 Chowning, Ray 23 Dewey, Charles IV 61 Adams, Russell 74 Bell, Connie 45 Brown, Chad 74 Chowning, Ricky 1 7 De Yong, Robert 61 Akers, Steve 16 Bell, Rick 19, 121 Brown, Chris 121 Circle K 124 Dierking, Kevin 120 Akles, Tony 17 Benedict, William III Brown, Christopher 80 Cisco, Stephen 22, 81 Dishongh, Burl 50 Al-Arum, Sarni 69 16, 80 Brown, Jason 7 4 Clark, Joe 16 Dixson, Gregory 70 Alejandro, Ray 19 Benjaminov, Ben 48 Brown, John 20 Cleavenger, Scott 17 Do, Tung 16, 120 Alexander, Brian 7 4 Bennett, Jonathan 80 Brown, Michael 70 Cleveland, David 61 Donaldson, Leslie 81 Alexander, Scott 120 Berfanger, Dave 18, Brown, Mike 19, 137 Clubs & Organizations Donnelly, Allen 46 Allabaugh, Dave 20, 136 Brown, Todd 61 118-137 Donovan, Mike 19, 133 120, 137 Bergenthal 60 Browning, David 70 Cobb, Chris 21, 81, Dorsch, Thomas 70, Allard, Michael 70 Bergner, Brent 137 Brummett, Chad 23 121, 136 136 Allison, Bruce 48 Berry, Jim 16, 121 BSB 20-21 Codling, James 81 Dougherty, Brian 75 Allison, Steve 70, 125, Berry, Ronald 80 Bube, Eric 17, 61 Coffey, Stephen 75 Dove, Jeffery 75 131 Berzsenyi, George 54 Buchanan, Caleb 74 Cole, Carl 61 Dove, R Allen 7 5 Alpha Chi Sigma 121 Biddle, John 74 Buchanan, Chad 18, 80 Coleman, Jason 16, Drake, Shirley Alpha Phi Omega 121 Bigger, Shannon 18 Buchek, Craig 74 137 Drama Club 127 Alpha Tau Omega 92 Biggs, Shelby 122 Bucher, Brice 74, 132 Coley, Jusy 46 Drummond, Bryan 75 Alpha Lambda Delta Bike Club 126 Buell, Jud 18 Comer, Richard 75 Dubose-Schmitt, 122 Bilsland, Jason 74 Buening, Rich 22, 80 Commencement 36-37 Heinrick 70 Amerhein, Jeffrey 70 Binford, Joseph III 74 Bullock, John 23 Conarroe, Tim 18, 61 Duffy, Bryan 7 5 Amrhein, Dan 80, 120 Bisbee, Jason 80 Bullock, Warren 74 Coner, Robert 70 Duggins, Paula 55 Anderson, Claude 51 Black, Bruce 52 Bumpus, Bob 22, 81 Conner, Brent 18 Dumcum, Clayton 17, Anderson, John 124 Blackert, Bill 17 Bunch, Rob 57 Cook, Chris 16 81 Anderson, Jon 80, 120 Blair, Steven 60 Burch, Steve 21, 81 Cook, Darin 69 Duncan, Scott 11 7 Anderson, Matt 16 Blair, Michael 70 Burdette, Gary 70 Coons, Toh 45 Durcholz, Steve 21, 82, Anderson, Matthew 80 Blair, Mike 19 Burgess, Gary 57 Coop, Rob 70, 122, 124 124 Andres, Chris 16 Blasdel, James 60 Burkhard, Joe 122 Cooper, Brian 7 5 Durno, Mark 122 Andrews, Chris 80, 121, Blattner, Jurgen 69 Burkhart, Joseph 61 Cooprider, Troy 20, 121 Dyer, Brian 45 130, 137, 144 Blevins, Dennis 17 Burns, Donna 43 Cornelius, John 21, 81 Dyer, Cal 53 Antonini, Enrico 7 4 Blue Key 123 Burns, Jeffrey 61 Cornwell, Phill 55 
Applied Optics 57 Blumberg Hall 18 Burton, Doug 22, 81, Cox, Shane 120 
Arit, Robert 74 Boenitz, Paul 60 121 Cox, Steve 44 E Army ROTC 56 Boenke, Mark 70, 122, Butler, Todd 61 Crawford, David 81 East, Randy 19, 121 Arnold, Christopher 60 137 Byrum, Roger 20 Creasey, Anita 42 Eccles, Bill (Jr.) 19, 70, Arnold, Michael 18, 80 Bogle, Thomas 17, 60 Crespi, Alex 61, 121, 137 Artigue, Ron 49 Bold, Matt 21, 80, 121 136 Eccles, Bill (Sr.) 52 ASCE 122 Bornio, Wayne 60 c Crisman, Daniel 61 Edmonds, Doug 1 7 Ashbaugh, John 80 Boroughs, David 60 Cahill, Kevin 7 4 Cronk, Tony 18 Edwards, Matt 9, 82 Astronomy 126 Boucher, Bill 20, 80 Cain, Bobby 19, 132 Crosby, Chris 22, 75, Effing, Jeremy 21 Athletics 100-117 Bounds, Joe 18, 80 Cain, Robert 7 4 122 Eifert, James R. 41 Atkins, Jonathan 80 Bowen, Bill 21 Camden, Francis 61 Cross Country 108 Eigneschink, Todd 16, Atkins, John 22 Bowling 134 Campbell, Rich 136 Cross, Chris 20 82 Atkins, Jon 121 Boxeth, Danny 70 Campbell, Richard 17, Cross, Jeff 19, 70, 125 Eisert, Kirk 61 Auterson, Roger 46 Boxier, Larry 136 74 Crothers, Brian 21, 81 Elliott, Gregory 82 Auton, James 70, 136 Boxier, Lawrence 60 Canfield, Cash 21, 81 Carr, Perry 7 4 Ellis, Joseph 70 Boyce, Dick 43 Carlson, Stephan 54 Culiver, Bill 16, 133 Elmore, Chad 18 Brace, Walter 80 Carney, Ron 46 Cunning, Frank 49 Elmore, Charles 61 B Bradfield, Jared 120 Carpenter, Chip 18 Cunningham, Eric 70, Emerick, Todd 16, 82 Babhart, Eric 18 Brads, Charles 18 Carpenter, Roy 81 129 Emhuff, Jeff 82, 121 Babritius, David 61 Brainard, Annette 45 Carr, Perry 19 Cunningham, John 61 Emley, John 16, 82, 121 Backfish, Helen 46 Branch, Darrin 19 Carrow, Thomas 61 Cycling 109 Endres, Phil 16, 82 Badger, David Jr. 74 Brehob, Mark 121, 136 Carter, Paul 74 Czarnik, Jeff 16, 81 Engel, Jens 69 Bagley, Jack 44 Bremmer, Dale 53 Carvill, Caroline 53, Erwin, David 48 Bailey, David 20 Breneman, Erick 17, 80 122 Evans, Eric 82 Brewington, Rob 22, 80 Case, Gregory 81 D Bailey, Herb 54 Evinger, Bettie 43 Bailey, Kirk 18, 70 Brier, Jeff 19 Casey, Andrew 81 Dages, Franz 18 Ezra, Tim 20, 70, 121 Baize, James 7 4 Brier, Jeff 74 Casey, Andy 23 Davidson, Jeff 44 
Baker, Tommy 19, 70 Brier, Michael 18 Casey, Jaynie 43 Davidson, Kevin 44 
Ball, Mark 48 Brier, Michael 60 Caskey, Jerry 49 F 
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Mathematics 54 121, 134 O'Bryan, John 72 Prudyi, Chinna 69 Schall, Michael 21, 86 
Matthews, Joseph 64 Moody, Eric 77 O'Connell, Bill 19 Prunty, David 18, 78 Scherre, Chad 17 
Mattingly, Stephen 77 Moon, Lonnie 126 Odesitt, Chad 9 Puck, Greg 21 Schickel, Dylan 19, 78, 
Maue, Ross 65 Moore, Betty 53 Oekers, Jim 124 Pund, Daniel 66 124 
Maxie, Wesley 77 Moore, Chris 1 7 Oexmann, Dale 51 Purcell, Phil 43 Schmall, John 18, 66 Ogborn, Chester 85 Purciful, James 78 
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Schmidt, Al 54 
Syed, Ahmed 12, 67, Voltmer, Dave 52 Williams, Robert 68 Schmidt, Ken 18 Soccer 112 Vornheder, Lynn 19, 68 Williford, Jason 1 7, 7 3, Schmidt, Rick 19 Sogal, Adarsh 69 130, 144 Vrabie, Emil 133 129 Schneider, Brett 72 Solar Phantom 6, 7 Vu, Tri-Hung 78 Wilson, Bill 46 Schomer, Bill 78, 120 Solbreken, Gary 18, Wilson, Chris 19 Schrage, Keith 117 78, 124 T Wilson, Christopher 73 Schroeder, Scott 16, 86 Sophomores 74-79 Tapper, Andy 21 Wilson, Dan 17, 132, Schurle, Arlo 54 Sorensen, Leif 22, 78, Tarrh, Vernon 73 Waggoner, Allan 18 136 Schwartz, Jim 43 120 Tau Beta Pi 125 Waggoner, R. Alan 78 Wilson, Jacque 87 Schwert, Daniel 86 Sourgensen, Al 137 Taylor, Brock 16, 86, Wagner, Jerry 57 Windau, Jeffrey 18, 73 Schwitzer, Carl 23 Sox, Todd 120 120 Wagner, Jerry 131 Wineinger, Bill 46 Sclight, Ron 46 Speed 22-23 Taylor, Bryan 43, 130 Waite, Lee 55 Wingers, Philip 122 Scott, Reece 66 SPIE 125 Taylor, Chadd 16, 67, Waite, Ruth 52 Winkel, Brian 54 Scouting Association Spinuzzi, Marc 19 120 Wal berg, Mike 19 Winter Chronology 32-134 Spock, Mike 19, 73 Taylor, Chris 18, 86 Waldby, Julian 87 33 Seals, Mike 17 Sprehn, Scott 19, 137 Taylor, Derek 78 Waldron, Robert 87 Winton, Henry 52 Seamon, Polly 46 Spring, Chronology 34- Taylor, Steve 19, 67 Walker, Dave 132 Wise, Geoff 17, 87, Sears, Bill 20 35 Tenbusch, John 21, 86, Walker, Greg 23 126, 137 Sears, Linda 11 7 Spurling, Tim 73, 122 120 Walker, Gregory Jr., Wise, Marvin Jr. 87 Secrist, Doug 121 Stacy, Ed 20 Tennis 114 87 Wissing, Kevin 18 Seniors 60-68 Stader, Kent 22, 86, Theta Xi 98 Walker, Matt 22, 87 Wist, Marvin 16 Sermersheim, Russell 121 Thomas, Anthony 73 Walker, Tim 21, 87 Witt, Ed 73 66, 124 Stahl, Phil 57 Thomas, Martin 50 Wallace, Erik 20, 73 WHMD 137 SGA 120 Staley, Jane 45 Thomas, Michael 21, Walling, Brian 68 Wolf, Dave 18 Shadix, Steve 21, 86, Staley, Jason 18, 78 137 Walls, James 68 Wolfe, Chris 21 121 Stallcop, Lance 73, 124 Thompson, Jason 21, W aloby, Julian 22 Wong, Bill 129 Sharpe, Joseph 66 Stamm, Matt 18, 86, 137 Wampler, Cindy 46 Wong, Piu 87 Sharpenberg Hall 19 137 Thompson, Tom 46 Wandell, Eric 18, 87 Wong, Wilfred 13, 18, Shaw, Rick 117 Stankiewicz, Brian 21, Throop, Mark 18, 73 Wang, Yu 57 68, 129, 130, 144 Shea, Robert 66 86 Tibbits, Christopher 21, Ward, Greg 78, 137 Wood, Rob 19 Sheilds, Todd 122 Stanley, Jerry 23 86 Ware, Bryan 125 Wood, Robert 79 Sherman, Gary 54 Stanley, Jerry 86 Timberman, Bernie 44, Warner, Ethan 79 Woods, Jeffrey 68 Sherrard, John 122 Stanton, Don 19, 78, 47 Warner, Matt 20 Wrestling 116 Shirely, Lee 55 122 Timmons, Michael 23, Warren, John 18 Wright, John 79 Shives, Gary 20, 86 Starkey, Gregory 73 86 Watson, Ricky 17, 68 Wu, Bin 79 Shrader, J.R. 16 Stauffer, Anthony 22, Tirumala, Srikanthan W azinsky, Pete 124 Wu, Xiaogang 13, 69, Shumay, George 66, 86 69 Weber, Andy 19 129 120 Steele, Daniel 78 Tommey, Charles 67 Webster, Jim 23, 87 Wyatt, Kevin 68, 121 Siahmakoun, Azad 57 Steele, Danny 19 Toth, Steven Jr. 86 Weed, David 73 Sider, William 78 Steele, Eric 21 Tougaw, Doug 17, 67 Weigard, Troy 18 Sides, David 19, 121, Steffen, Michael 86 Towe, Terrance 73 Welch, Bill 11 7 Y-Z 122 Steffen, Shane 22, 120 Townsend, Patrick 78 Wellings, Tony 43 Yang, Xiao gang 69 Sigma Nu 97 Steinhauser, Bob 55 Track & Field 115 Wenig, Andy 20 Yates, Norbert 68 Simmonds, Scott 67 Stenbel, Marty 20 Traska, Shannon 86 Wenig, George 73 Yeager, Jason 68, 122 Simons, Greg 18, 125 Stephens, John 17 Traylor, Steve 19, 73 Werling, Chris 22, 87, Year in Review 26-35 Simpson, Barry 73 Stephens, John 67 Treager, John 23 130, 144 Yenger, Joe 20, 68, 121 Sisson, Bill 43 Stermler, Mark 126 Trego, Mary Lou 45 West, Rodney 68 Yeung, Ken 18 Sisson, Rober 86 Steward, Paul 42 Triangle 99 Western, Art 57 Ying, John 53 Skarpness, Mark 67, Stienstra, David 55 Trottier, Barry 23, 86 Wetherell, Carol 43 Ying, Margaret 44 124 Stiers, Arden 18 Trueblood, Eric 73 Wever, Mike 22, 87 Yoder, Jonathan 79 Skinner, Hall 19 Stiers, Arden 78 Tucker, Eric 689 Whah, Ken 16, 120 Yoder, Mark 52 Skiver, Jeffery 73 Stiles, Andy 18 Tyson, Thomas 16, 86, Whipp, Brian 73 Yohman, Chris 21, 87 Slisher, Scott 122 Stiles, Andy 126 120 Whitcomb, Jon 73, 124 Young, Frank 51 Smalley, Stephen 18, Storckman, Sue 44 White, Andrew 17 Young, Mark 23, 87, 78, 137 Strauch, Lucy 46 White, Andrew 87 122 Smith, Bruce 46 Stremler, Mark 78 u-v White, Dave 17 Youngblood, Alan 55 Smith, Frank 23, 86 Strickland, Heath 23 Ultimate Club 136 White, David 68, 132 Yu, Cheng 18, 79 Smith, Howard 46 Stroud, C. Richard 67 UPE 135 Whitlow, Bill 18 Z Page 24-25 Smith, Jeffrey 86 Student Life 4-23 
· Valentine, Thomas 78 Whittington, Jack 46 Zaharako, Patrick 79 Smith, Nate 17 Student portraits 58-87 Vanderpohl, Irvin 23 Whitworth, John 73 Zaidi, Omar 87, 122 Smith, P. Dave 52 Stultz, Kevin 126 Vangilden, Mike 19 Whitworth, Dave 122 Zamora, Antonio 68 Smith, Susan 53, 136 Sulit, Michael 73 VanZale, Steve 8, 12, Wiley, Greg 21, 79, Zaylski, Kevin 73, 132 Smith, Thad 53 Sullivan, Fred 51 68 132, 136 Zhang, Kailan 129 Snedeker, Bob 86, 121, Suminski, William 86 Varga, Stephen 78 Wiley, Nathan 18, 87 Zigler, Jason 22, 87 122 Sunberg, Steven 78 Varga, Tamas 54 Wiley, Timothy 79 Snedeker, Donna 49 Susten, Steven 67 Vash, Don 18, 86, 120 Wilhelmy, Steven 68 Snider, Michael 86 Swanson, Bruce 18, 73, Vialle, Greg 133 Wilkinson, Royce 18 Snodgrass, Jody 120, 129 Vinson, Steven 68 Williams, David 16 124 Swanson, Lars 19, 78 Virostko, Robert 73 Williams, James 87, Snyder, Brett 20 Swimming 113 Vititoe, David 73 122, 133 Snyder, Brett 121 Swinford, Judy 57 Volkers, Frank 22, 87 Williams, Jimmy 16 Snyder, Mike 20 Swope, Damon 23, 86 
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The Modulus staff members who made 
it to the photo meeting, from left: 
Wilfred Wong, Chris Werling, Fumio 
Mornio, Chris Andrews, Eric Kamm, 
Scot Hawkins, Ahmed Syed 
and Joe Forler 
Time to jump and shout, we hammered it out! 
Thank you for sharing in the 1991 Modulus. We appreciate 
the cooperation of all students, faculty and staff. Thanks for 
helping schedule photos and interview sessions throughout the 
year. Staff this year included: 
Editor: Wilfred Wong 
Chief photographer: Joe Forler 
Copy editor: Tom Bogle 
Darkroom chief: Eric Kamm 
Layout, copy and photography: Chris Andrews, Jim Berry, 
Kevin Cahill, David Davis, Randy East, Scot Hawkins, 
Fumio Morino, Alan Reed, Ahmed Syed, Hoang Truong, 
Chris Werling 
It was a year to be proud to be on the Modulus staff. Last 
year's book received recognition in the Indiana Collegiate Press 
Association contest. The book received a first-place award in 
best use of theme. It took second-place honors for coverage of 
academics, copy and division pages. 
Special thanks goes to adviser Bryan Taylor for his counsel 
and production assistance throughout the year. We also want to 
thank Dale Long of the Office of College Relations for supply-
ing sports information, sports photos and Solar Phantom photos. 
Also, we want to extend our gratitude to the Student Govern-
ment Association for its support and encouragement. 
We'll see you again next year. 
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Office bulletin board became communication central 
Editor Wil Wong trains future yearbooker 
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